
Major Study Confirms COVID Vaccines Alter Women's Periods

BY TYLER DURDEN SATURDAY, JUL 16, 2022 - 11:00 AM

Since Covid vaccines first became available more than a year and a half ago, women have been sounding alarms about the shots' adverse
effect on their menstruation.

For example, in an August 2021 article at The Grayzone that criticized the U.S. medical establishment's failure to study the effects of the vaccines on
women's reproductive systems, Marcie Smith Parenti recounted disturbing experiences from her own circle of friends: 

Their symptoms have included hemorrhagic bleeding lasting more than a month; heavy intermittent bleeding for four months;
passing golf-ball size clots of blood; and extreme cramping, serious enough to land one friend in the ER.

On social media, the The Grayzone was accused of "fearmongering," being "anti-vax," and peddling "dangerous disinformation." Meanwhile, the
response of the FDA and CDC to women's pleas might be best characterized as a bureaucratic shrug.

In August, NPR said the FDA and all three U.S. vaccine manufacturers claimed "they have not seen evidence that any of the vaccines cause
menstrual irregularities." The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists said it was "aware" of the complaints, but urged women to
plunge forward with vaccinations anyway without regard to the timing of their cycles.   

Now, however, a large-scale study adds substantial new confirmation of what thousands of women have been proclaiming since the jabs started. As
NBC News reports: 

"An analysis published Friday in the journal Science Advances found that 42% of people with regular menstrual cycles said they bled
more heavily than usual after vaccination...14% reported a lighter period."

The study also found many women who don't typically menstruate—such as those beyond menopause and those on certain long-term
contraceptives—experienced "breakthrough" or unexpected bleeding after receiving Covid vaccines.
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The authors of the study note that the percentages reporting unusual menstruation may overstate the actual frequency to some degree, as those
who'd had bad experiences may have been more inclined to participate in the study.  

One of the authors is University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign biological anthropologist Kathryn Clancy, who'd experienced the phenomenon
herself. In her case, it was an extraordinarily heavy and lengthy period, which is called "menstrual flooding."

Her suspicions were magnified when one of her graduate students had told her she'd "had the worst cramps of her life" after receiving a Covid
shot. Clancy promptly took to Twitter in February 2021 and asked if other women had endured anything similar. Many confirmed they had, which led
to the launch of a formal study. 

She and the grad student, Katharine Lee, initially set out to survey 500 women. That many signed up in a single hour. The authors reset their sights
and ended up with more than 165,000 participants from all over the world. This week's findings represent an analysis of a subset of more than
39,000 participants between 18 and 80 years old.

It remains to be seen if the menstrual changes are a sign of something more sinister. Regardless, many women who've experienced them
without having received an FDA warning about the side-effect have surely been alarmed. Post-menopausal bleeding, for example, is a symptom of
uterine cancer. 

Why was there no warning from the FDA? Because those who participated in Covid vaccine trials weren't even asked about menstrual
changes. 

For its part, The New York Times cheerfully assures us that "experts" say there's no cause for alarm. Sure, the "experts" have already unleashed a
multifaceted public health catastrophe in the name of battling Covid, but trust them this time, ladies!
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124 1 Reply"

5 days ago

You don't say? 

Look...I've got a great idea...let's put this crap in our kids, and see what happens. 

 

( if you are a parent, and let or have your kid get jabbed,....you should at least have the kids removed...at best...your head beat
with a baseball bat)

NoPension
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It's harsh but I agree with you. The only group I feel bad for are young kids who are going to inherit a lot of big problems that
aren't their fault.

chunga
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#
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I've felt similarly toward the children that I see wearing masks in that they are quite unfortunate to have parents lacking
critical reasoning ability.
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A great many new parents really do not have a clue how to behave responsibly towards their children... it is not like the
old days when almost every girl was raised to be a mom and mothering was intuitive...

Lordflin
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Good job Boomers who didn't teach their children to be adults because they were handed the greatest country on
the planet, sold it, and then handed $30 trillion credit card in their children's names for neverending war and
neverending welfare.

 

Look at all the hippy Boomers, who were supposed to be anti-establishment, who are the lead government
parasites of today.

Ineptocracy
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I taught mine my friend... and I was proud as hell of everyone of them...
Lordflin
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#
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"Look at all the hippy Boomers, who were supposed to be anti-establishment, who are the lead government
parasites of today."

When young, their mantra was "Question Authority!" and yet now they vilify and persecute anyone who does so.
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Yeah, they weren’t all hippies but, the ones that were created most of this shit. The worst of the worst became
teachers and professors, the rest of the story writes itself. We’re going to be left holding the bag, the only thing
we can do is prepare. 

Commodus
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Darwin take care of the Fauci's fan club.
Unknown
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Women need to consider what is happening to their ability to conceive and carry a child to term if they've been
vaxxed. I'd dare bet that the very early stages of pregnancy -- the first 2 months - have to be drastically
compromised if this level of clotting is occurring. I'd place more money on a huge increase of miscarriages in the
current female reprocuctive population. The vax most likely is a game-changer for the likelihood or not of a
normal numbers next generation. All to plan in my opinion.
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Yep blame a whole generation for the sins of the few almost all of whom were born long before the boomers.
Endless wars and destruction of the manufacturing that won WW2 set in motion by the same old fokkks long
before the boomers inherited the levers of power. The Bushies, Kissinger, the Dulles Bros of the CIA, Ziggy B,
Wolfowitz, Pelosi, Boxer, and others. Your fokking hero that POS tail gunner Joe McCarthy sending the commie
hunt off the trail that led to the education establishment that the commies infiltrated starting in the 1930's. Thanks
to the Dulles bros and their frankenstein creation the CIA the world, and especially the US, bombarded with
propaganda for over 70 years so we end up with willing arms for clotshot shots and Ukraine flags flying. For the
quality of propaganda the US spouts one could believe Joe Gobbels didn't commit suicide and the US brought
him over with the other knazzies.

Our accomplishments are many but you selfish it's all about me where's my freebies commie lovers project your
self hate on us. We all make mistakes but two of the most glaring of us boomers one of which is having too much
respect for our parents and failing to see them, the so called greatest or silent generation, backstab us with
our own kids and corrupt them. We're great cuz we won da war so you people are shyyte and we're gonna turn
your own kids against you. We're gonna spoil then rotten and undermine your authority with them. Then there's
the big one taking the wimmen out of the kitchen.

Almost all that's rotten in society today and dividing the country is the rise of the women. All the crazy boolsheet
from the bedroom to the boardroom to the college campus to open borders to looting is ok to men can be
women etc brought to you by wimmin especially millennial wimmin and the soy boy followers they
emasculated. The craziest by bee lack wimmin. Yep, we all bought into the fiction with wimmin in charge the
world would be a kindler gentler place. Maybe the moozies had the right idea and stick em in a burkie and don't
let them out of the house.
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My college educated Gen X son had many great friends. All smart and from good homes and great down to earth
families. Except for him and one other, who became a successful republican governor, his friends went to the
hotbed of radical boolsheet UW Madison and are now, even in the 50's, Dem loving whack jobs far removed from
reality. It wasn't their parents but the corrupt commie education institution, of which there are large numbers, that
turned their brains to mush. 
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Don't say boomers dude. I tried to say it's the boomers who ruined this country and I got a lot of thumb downs
and nasty comments.

CrazyOldMan
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Tavistock Institute had a big hand in shaping them.
57WarChild
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who sat on the biggest rise in property values in the history of the planet, on the back of ever-lower standards of
immigration, then patted themselves on the back and called themselves geniuses.

Juche Tony
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Mothering is still intuitive, but in American society where you don't even allow proper maternity leave, what do you
expect? The EU gives 1.5 years maternity leave, but yes, I know you consider that "communist", but please don't
bemoan the lack of mothering when you are part of a system that doesn't support it in the first place. 

Stout Way
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The truth is that this vaccine is attacking the ovaries. Many vaccinated women are not able to conceive anymore.
Returned Banned
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problem is mothers working out of the home.
helena_maslach
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Haha Most of Europe has lower births rates than America. You wanna explain how that aligns with your
hypothesis? 

A.R I Stotle
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Europe is dying. The only women having children are African and Muslim migrants
clot shot
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When the basic premise is a crock what then?..

https://www.stopmandatoryvaccination.com/

Gargolic
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I upvoted you. America is backward in many respects. I think a better way to structure the system would be, let
young women be mothers until kids are teenagers / semi self-sufficient, then if they want to have careers after
that, fine. Problem with that is, strong family units would have to exist and wages would have to support it, to
which there is not a snowball's chance in hell that will happen (again).

Drink Feck Arse Girls @ edifice
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Germany's tax laws are still designed to keep mothers at home. The result is a bankrupt economy and a nation of
Green commie cucks.

Mothering isn't the issue.

Juche Tony
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were they really women, or did they just identify as women?
reddy kilowatt
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Yeah they were REAL women with hour glass figures and ferked for fun, take a look at the 20 somethings today,
obese, bone idle and feed their kids on potato chips and only a blind man would ferk them.

 

I put it down to the flouridation of the water and whatever crap the food processing industry uses as well as the
female species having no pride in themselves, I've fed my three on real meat and veg and theres not a fked up
one among them and they can all cook.
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beta boy losers and unFable purple hairs down voted you.
Rentier88
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Once all of the naive and ignorant leftists are cleared off this plane by these jabs, the future will look brighter. Those
of us left that noticed that this is/was a depop psyop con will rebuild our societies as they once were, maybe
greater. 

King of Pentacles
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Yet another “Conspiracy Thepry” turned Fact. The mRNA shots are causing women and babies, and the toxic poisons
such as P.E.G. being fed to babies through breastmilk - all while doctors keep reassuring women that its "safe and
effective for pregnancy."

Team Z Freedom
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You can't make this sh** up: Murderous, supremacist subhuman death cult...

 

Pfizer CEO Dr. Albert Bourla - Jewish COVID-19 hero

Genesis Prize Deputy CEO Sana Britavsky: “Albert himself is a humble man, but also a remarkable Jewish
phenomenon.”

https://www.jpost.com/jerusalem-report/article-711943

 

 

Ineptocracy
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The Kazarian mafia or the Babylonian cabal are Edomites in the Bible and are the descendants of Cain, Esau and
the Edomites. Esau race mixed and married outside the tribes of Jacob surnamed Israel and was cursed by God
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Jesus referred to these Etamites as the rotten figs meaning that they are rotten
people and produce no fruit. 

Matthew 7:16 - 20 King James Version

Team Z Freedom
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Albert went straight back to the WEF and told them all humanity should comply with the vax when the next
disease outbreak occurs.

Just take note, I reckon it'll be as soon as two years from now and thanks to albert and his chums at WEF you
can be assured all our dictatorial govts will be right onside and telling us all how this one is truly lethal and
without the shot we'll all definitely die a horrible death.

We really need some hit squads for these people, all of them.

Fornicateu2
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...parents lacking critical reasoning ability.

 

What we used to call stupid...don't know, and don't want to know.

DanDaley
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They'll likely soon be dead, so no problem.
Socratic Dog
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Golf ball sized blood clots? Holy F..., probably nothing to worry about. /s
AtATrESICI
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They're not called the clot shots for nothing. 

How stupid do people have to be to keep getting shot up with this poison???

Wiley Crowe
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Is the answer "very stupid"?
Lord Baltimore
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Cowardice, stupidity, or evil

-everyone still promoting this is some combination of the 3

jack_dapper
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Don't worry.  The next round of boosters will get it right for sure!
ipso_facto
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It's a downward momentum spiral of stupidity 
Nomadbehappy
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Don't trust anything that bleeds for a week and don't die.
FooBangPop
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Experts who say there is no cause of alarm= experts who do not experience periods
KyttenX
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I hope you're not referring to MEN, according to an eminent female professor just this last week told a court Men
can have babies so obviously they can bleed too.

Fornicateu2
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now I've got a sketch on repeat in my head, a la Caddyshack and an mRNA clot golf ball.
Juche Tony
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There is the self inflicted Darwin Awards too, lets not completely give up on the silver lining at the gene pool, yet being too
scared to have kids because of the "climate crisis" is a bit more humane than outright child sacrifice via vaccine.

Nelbev
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Kind of like Thalidomide

Thalidomide is a sedative drug discovered at the end of the 50s, which caused a worldwide tragedy. The drug has been
prescribed to many pregnant women in order to relieve pregnancy nausea. It was later found that thalidomide caused
irreversible damages to the fetus and thousands of children were born with severe congenital malformations.

Txjac
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Yes and the pharma companies and governments knew thalidomide was causing birth defects yet denied it and tried
to cover it up.

Sound familiar ?

Izzy Forreal
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The drug known as thalidomide was a racemic mixture of two mirror-image chemicals. It turns out that one helps
with nausea, while the other cause the birth defects. So, slightly different manufacturing and purification methods
would have had all of the benefits with none of the drawbacks. But that would have slowed down the release of
thalidomide by at least 9 months, so ...

bIlluminati
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Preschool girls might start menstruating...that's probably the ultimate goal of the pedo elites.
fearless102
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Not after SCOTUS overturned abortion.  DNA trail is much worse than a paper trail
Ginger Giraffe
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Mansplaining menstruation is a fools errand 

 

systemsplanet
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Just means interstate transportation in addition to rape/incest. And the FBI won't turn on their patrons.
bIlluminati
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I heard a report of one-year old baby girls but I cannot remember reference.  I personally know long-time post
menopausal un-jabbed woman who bled after close exposure to jabbed (shedding).

Dr. Know
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very important article. a shame it doesn't mention the experimental mrna DOES  change the recipients dna. funny that.
putaipan
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That was just one study.  We need 150 more finding the same conclusion so that corporate media can just keep ignoring
it while chanting “safe and effective”

Ginger Giraffe
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Right, it's not a double blind study so Fauci says we should pay it no mind.
Trillion Dollar Bonus
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I call them child abusers and hope their kids remember.
AnCap.Barbie
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Their kids will die, too.
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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I have to disagree with you, we need to stop the breeding of retards, their kids are just as stupid as their parents...

Think Idiocracy the movie, we need to stop breeding stupid people.... 

Why-Am-I-Banned
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vaxx will pretty much solve that dilemma 

purebloods vs mudbloods 

reddy kilowatt
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They inject newborns with vaccines for STD's and THIS was your threshold, not to mention what they have done to so many
boys.

@KeenObserver
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Bill Gates said he would lower population with vaccines.

Bill Gates is a Criminal psychopath client of Jeffrey Epstein peddling poison.

 

Portal
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And no doubt the two of them are sitting on a beach somewhere together...
Lordflin
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With Snoop Dawg...  drinking.......a.....CORONA..!
attah-boy-Luther
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It's Spike Dawg now.
Trillion Dollar Bonus
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hard to stay up with these players...!!
attah-boy-Luther
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In Telaviv
Nomadbehappy
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nah ... gates is expendable ... just right there with dr. gauci set up to get the blame ...
Pandelis
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Notwithstanding cognitive dissonance, even the most vocal female advocates of child bearing age will be confronted with a
monthly reminder of the safety of the "vaccine".

Lord Baltimore
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And they'll blame it on we unvaxecuted.

Call it the Kotex variant.

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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There are no truths, only narratives and kick backs.....
Timmay
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Leave Tina out of this!
Kassandra
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I miss Cognitive Dissonance's comments. I hope that life is just too good for them to be bothered by commenting with
the zeal they used to..

Oh, back to the vaginal bleeding, FJB, FBG. Genocital maniacs, the lot of them. 

 

halleys5
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He's right. Life is short, and all of our typing here maybe wakes up fifty people a month. BTW, I miss Boris Alatovkrap,
too.

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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I miss Caesar Soze.. epic manipulations rants
Nomadbehappy
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Gates in his own words…20:1 ROI…

https://rumble.com/vg4ryt-bill-gates-claims-there-is-a-20-to-1-return-on-investment-profit-on-vaccine.html

Team Z Freedom
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Bill’s reaction when asked a simple question about why the richest man in the world needed to ask a kiddie peddler for
money.  

Ginger Giraffe

Well he’s dead now so….
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Bill Gates Admits He Wants To Lower the Population Using Vaccines and Abortion - The New American
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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Friend had this happen, as was early test subject.  Immediately started having period issues she reported to Mrs. Rand.  Her
doctor assured her it was a coincidence, had nothing to do with the vaccine.  She believed the doc.  We knew.

LetThemEatRand
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The medical community, in general, has lost a great deal of respect from people (and deservedly so). While one might make
comparisons with used car salesmen in terms of integrity, at least no one is physically harmed by a person selling a vehicle.

Lord Baltimore
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Yeah, and a used car you can always return or pass off to someone else.

Donnie Duvanie
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I’ve lost respect for several surgeons I’ve known and partnered with in various business ventures over the years who still
aren’t standing up. It’s shocking actually. Not sure if they’re still in denial or just worried about the potential backlash and
liability for their actions. What happened to the Hippocratic oath? 

Team Z Freedom
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"Above all, do no harm to your professional status, membership, and compensation."

CDC/FDA musta redefined it, like they did with the clotshot.

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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Indeed! 
Team Z Freedom
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My new doctor is forcing me to pay him a visit if I want to continue on medications I have been taking uninterrupted for
years... I am guessing that is the majority of his office visits...

Can't be seen twiddling his thumbs all day I guess...

Lordflin
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Whenever they text me to make an appointment for my annual checks on my co-morbidities I come out with another
prescription, I then research whatever they give me find the dodgy side effects and bin them.

Fornicateu2
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Drugs have side effects and it would be malpractice to continue prescribing medicines without an exam.
blazenjim
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deagel predicted doctors would be on blue collar wages within a decade, pressing buttons on a touchpad and
prescribing pills according to the screen's instructions.

Their downfall is due in large part to their malfeasance, laziness and greed during the scamdemic.

Juche Tony
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My best friends 62 year old stepmother had her periods resume for several months after two doses of Moderna. 

Totally normal for a post menopausal woman to start back up again!

CommieHater21
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62 is the new 32, apparently.
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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was it periods or internal bleeding?
reddy kilowatt
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good point ... lots is going on with amyloidosis and is mistaken as blood clots ...
Pandelis
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My mother (a retired VA nurse) had a 60 year old friend who got the shot and a couple of weeks later had to have her ovaries
removed due to mass hemorrhaging. 

Not one medical professional asked her if she'd had the shot. In fact, her friend had never even made the connection until
my mother asked her.

Trillion Dollar Bonus
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They don’t ever ask

heehaw2
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They are probably not allowed to ask. 
ipso_facto
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My friend’s friend was a rabid pro-vax Karen. She had her 10 year old daughter get the vax. Immediate reaction was
hemorrhaging ovaries. Girl had to have a hysterectomy to stop the bleeding. Life long devastation. Mom made the
connection; nearly suicidal with regret for what she did. How does anyone live with that?

sherpentina
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By giving Fauci lead poisoning?
bigjim

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

I also happen to know of a women in her 60 who will get her ovaries removed. I don't know if it's related to the vax or not
but she has all her booster

Maxter
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#
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There was no test subjects.
I_AM
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#

56 Reply"

5 days ago

passing golf-ball size clots of blood

Sounds totally normal. Safe and Effective™.

The "far-right conspiracy theorist" doctors were reporting this in 2020.

Globalist Overlord
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#

18 Reply"

5 days ago

No shortage of "perfectly normal" new things happening such as world-class athletes collapsing clutching their chests and
children having heart attacks.

Lord Baltimore

#

#
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5 days ago

Somehow we’ve demonized coughs, sniffles and having no symptoms whatsoever

Meanwhile we’ve normalized strokes, heart attacks, myocarditis, blood clots, neurological disorders and even pro athletes
suddenly dying. 

“New Normal” = ABMORMAL

Team Z Freedom
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Explains the tampon shortage right?

joego1

#

#
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Also, 'cause guys are buying them now, too.
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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I have a theory on that: Tampons in men's restrooms are being used. Not for "Menstruating Men" but for the tossing of
at women at the bar who were getting bitchy while drunk (DWB).

Then again that may just be the sailor in me thinking of that particular use. She was thinking about her sons and how
they made "Paper airplanes" out of hers when they were little kids. When she heard my explanation she laughed and
said I was probably right.

TedSam

#

#
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Partially....

https://www.bitchute.com/video/rUeXZF24pAeJ/
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debt_slave_1029384756
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passing golf-ball size clots of blood, actually sounds like spontaneous abortion...as in 'miscarriage'. Other studies have
shown women are not able to carry babies to term after getting jabbed, and miscarriages and greatly increased. I wonder if
these women are actually pregnant and don't know it because the fetus 'aborts' prior to her normal 'missed' cycle which
would have been a clue to get tested for pregnancy. Instead, the woman just passes it off as 'weird menstral flow' and
doesn't realize she was pregnant and miscarried. 

SDShack
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#
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PREMIUM 5 days ago (Edited)

Yeah, ask any heartbroken woman who desperately wants her babies, golfball sized clots are definitely miscarriages. You
know.

sherpentina

#

#
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PREMIUM 5 days ago

The “Conspiracy Theorists” were right…again.

 

OlderOldPhart
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And again

and again

and again

and again

and again

and again

and again

and again

and again

 

EcoJoker
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#
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I was absolutely going to do that, but with a wall of text. You nailed it. You'll have to come back and edit it every time a
new one comes true.

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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5 days ago (Edited)

correct, but: German differentiates between Recht haben and Recht bekommen. the translation is being right and getting
right - the latter implies that it needs action from others… otherwise it becomes a dead end that doesn't really help society. 

sunra

#

#
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like the German who orders food in an English pub, saying "I will become a sausage".
Juche Tony
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#
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It is interesting how history keeps repeating itself.

https://www.sott.net/article/469819-Toxicology-vs-Virology-Rockefeller-Institute-and-the-Criminal-Polio-Fraud

Implied Violins
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#
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 "there is no cause for alarm."

Everything is proceeding according to plan.

You are being sterilised.

Onthebeach6
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41 2 Reply"
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If covid is effecting women's periods I can only guess what is going on in fully vaxxed homes... wow... someone is going to need
a hug...

Lordflin
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#
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The truth is starting to emerge. 
 

And there are still lots of completely unexplainable phenomena out there. Well, not completely unexplainable, but if you
exclude the vax as a possible cause, they are. 

BetaGap
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Some radio stations in small towns still give obituaries after the news.  The newspapers can often fit them on less than
half a page.  More deaths than normal stand out, and last summer there was a noticeable increase for a few months.  It
seems like the numbers are starting to climb again.  The numbers wouldn't be that  unusual in December or January, but
it isn't winter.  Are they related to the shots?  I don't know, and have no evidence, but I have to wonder.

41 Magnum
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#
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5 days ago

UK Gov. published a report confirming the Vaccinated account for 94% of all COVID-19 Deaths since April, 90% of
which were Triple/Quadruple Jabbed. This mirrors data from Israel, Canada and Australia.

https://expose-news.com/2022/07/11/boris-distraction-uk-gov-revealed-triple-vaccinated-94percent-covid-deaths/

 

Team Z Freedom
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#
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Scotland, to their credit, were the first to announce the hugely increased mortality of the jabbed. Or perhaps, as it's
Scotland, it was released by mistake.

Juche Tony
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#
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I went to a 4th of July parade where they announce the name of each local veteran who passed, and the announcer
remarked "and we have a lot of them this year".

Trillion Dollar Bonus
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Yes. I've noticed people in my very small circle are getting sick with blood clots, heart attacks, gall bladder issues, etc.

It is ramping up again.

natashav
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#
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Blame it on long covid
clot shot

#

#
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long covid=>long pork. 

As society collapses, read the bacon labels in the supermarkets carefully.

Juche Tony
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Sadly, I have no doubt that a large percentage will believe that yet another booster will reconcile any issues.
Lord Baltimore
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#

19 Reply"
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"An idealist is one who, on noticing that roses smell better than a cabbage, concludes that it will also make better soup."
~ H. L. Mencken

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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16 Reply"

5 days ago

"An optimist is a man that puts cologne on his thighs." --- Me
Lord Baltimore
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Only if you're trying to seduce your jeans.
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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If the 4th jab didn’t resolve things, I’m sure a 5th or 6th will. Possibly a 7th for good measure. It’s just so logical /s
Team Z Freedom

#

#

14 Reply"
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That will really set things in orbit... I lived with a woman going through menopause... sometimes she would give me these
looks and I would think... the next words out of my mouth might well be my last...

Lordflin
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Add ADHD with RSD on top of that...
ipso_facto

#
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Reply"
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woman going through menopause = hell on earth for her partner
reddy kilowatt

#

#
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my wife has been going through it for at least 2 decades.
Juche Tony
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29 Reply"
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Fortunately, "men who menstruate" appear to be unaffected.

 

/s

Hoax Fatigue

#

#
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5 days ago (Edited)

Wait 'til they begin bleeding outa their, uh, male female parts. They may not have periods, but they certainly have colons.
And after enough time spent thus deluded, they end up with semi-colons. They could end up falling into a comma (not
misspelled).

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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best comment on this thread 

😄😁😆😅🤣😂

reddy kilowatt
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Think that should be falling onto a ,
bIlluminati

#

#

Reply"
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shouty commies are called exclamation Marx.
Juche Tony
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#
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nope. actually saw one study today where they were included.
putaipan

#

#
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Had to be a university study.  These morons abjectly refuse to be impartial and based in reality. 
Ginger Giraffe

#

#
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Maybe my divorce three years ago was a blessing.
ipso_facto

#

#

11 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

As I have stated in other comments on here, my girl friend is double Pfizer jabbed. I didn't meet her until she was, so there
was no way for me to stop it.

We want her to get pregnant, she was ovulating for a weekend, and we had sex countless times. Yesterday she got her
period again anyway. With my ex, we never had an issue getting her pregnant.

I wrote on here before that I'd be putting the question of sterilization to the test. It seems more and more likely that the jabs
do in fact affect the ability of the woman to get pregnant.

Sure, it is just one case, but I wonder if any others on here are seeing similar results? If she ever does get pregnant as we
hope, I'll let people know.

Patriot Eke
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#
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Not for nothing but why breed with a mutant?

BlackFlagUp

#

#

6 Reply"
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Include info on how many heads the kid is born with. Thank you.
FreeStill

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Or as we used to joke back in the day when someone asked us about kids the answer was "Three, one of each". Note
that we all worked and lived inside a nuclear sub so it worked back then. Nowadays I just don't know if people would
quite get it...

TedSam
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#

3 Reply"
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Have you seen the "black eyed babies" on Bitchute?> Not sure I'd want to have a kid that's mom has been jabbed.....
Farmerz

#

#

5 days ago

Why would you and your ex be trying to get this poor woman, who you'd never met, pregnant?

Also, many men have much reduced sperm count, and some couples, while individually fertile, are mutually infertile. For
example, my ex-wife and I - but I think that's causes by either my inability to get an erection while she is within restraining
order distance (hers not mine), plus, prior to that, her projectile vomiting when I intimated that I might be in the mood.

bIlluminati



1 Reply"

order distance (hers not mine), plus, prior to that, her projectile vomiting when I intimated that I might be in the mood.

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

go long cash and wait for family homes to plummet in price, as the jabbed die off and mortgages become unaffordable.
Juche Tony

#

#

37 1 Reply"

5 days ago

I miss the vaccines.  I used to go to the free vaccine clinics a couple times a week.  Everyone was so nice to me!  Everyone was
kind of nervous, but we all were part of something big and wonderful - beating the Covid Pandemic.  I felt like I belonged.  I made
a collage of all the little "I  Got Vaccinated!" stickers as a craft project.  It hangs in the living room next to the cat tree.  Those were
good times - so exciting!

itstippy
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fine trolling lol
killagator
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#
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5 days ago (Edited)

Have you heard of Covid Cruises? Don't miss them man, they're a blast! You get on a boat and they take you to all the hot
spots (monkey pokes included on the VIP class). They got quarantined gala nights every other evening, antisocial distancing,
double mask mandates and a surprise dead corps parade.

FreeStill

#

#

Reply"
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You must have gotten at least four or five free Krispy Kremes. Winning!
Judge Smales

#

#

37 2 Reply"
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Its time for massive class action lawsuits against Governments and corporations for forcing this useless and harmful crap on us.  
Hedgehog77

#

#

13 Reply"

5 days ago

Is that code for piano wire and lampposts?

 

it’s long past time for that

Snotweasel

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

It's a new millennium.

Now it's paracord & 5G towers.

But the result is remarkably similar!

Terms of Cervix
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36 4 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Your period?  It alters your dna...it turns you into a demon...of course, with some women, you won't be able to tell the difference...
Castor gordo el tercero
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#

3 19 Reply"
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You have it 100% backwards.  The vaccine prevents people from turning into zombies.  It’s to help stave off the zombie
apocalypse that the G20 fear is coming.

JaxPavan

#

#
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So , the unvaxxed are going to turn into zombies?
Pizza the Hutt
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That’s what your intelligence agency thinks.
JaxPavan
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#
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brains......
Pizza the Hutt
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#
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5 days ago (Edited)

Send more paramedics 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=MnyNrRXaezQ

reddy kilowatt
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Delete
heartlandvet

#

#
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D'elite.
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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Afternoon delight.
Pizza the Hutt
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Not very  good at gas lighting.....the poster was very accurate you response very sad.

When the 5 gee whiz cranks up the appropriate frequencies you see the zombies. 

Gonna be a horrifying experience....

attah-boy-Luther
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#
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5 days ago (Edited)

I was being a bit tongue in cheek.

But seriously, our accident prone planet goes through a catastrophe cycle every 12,000 years or so punctuated by
mass extinctions and ecological collapse.  This cycle is contemporaneous with geomagnetic excursion and collapsing
geomagnetic field strength.  

Evolution has adapted: when species sense geomagnetic field collapse, they go bananas: anti-social behavioral
changes: cannibalism, murder, pedophilia, etc.  Cognitive decline as well.

Our poles are wandering now and the field strength is diminishing.  Studies have shown that the spike protein in both
the dud-bioweapon and the “vaccine” prevent the behavioral changes, basically a bio-hack.

Now you know why the powers that be have subjected you to decades of bad zombie movies: visceral angst on their
part.  The prospect of anti-social behavioral changes in whole populations is absolutely terrifying to governments.

JaxPavan

#

#
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You're one of the best posters on this once formerly great website.
Trillion Dollar Bonus

#

#
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Thanks for the kind words.
JaxPavan
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dang it another one went over mah head.............................sheeeeeet.....!!! man I'll never learn......thanks for
clarifying....I'll see my way out...in shame....

attah-boy-Luther
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#
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Predictive programming and they have us analyzed down to the neuron.

Currently many commercials are using 'giants' to hawk' their products and services.

The nephillim will return......as in "To Serve man', kinda scenario.

They will be embraced with open arms thanks to the 3 decades of Follywood programming...

attah-boy-Luther

#

#
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PREMIUM 5 days ago

Yet why have they not brainwashed me?  I hate them more than ever and am now not complying with even the
most minor diktats that a few years ago I might have.

BlackFlagUp

#

#

1

5 days ago

We are all programmed....

We see in part, we know in part..

Only a fool says there is no God...

Prides blinds us all to varying degrees....

Something to ponder....  :)

attah-boy-Luther
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it would also explain the hundreds of satellites being sent up: an artificial magnetic field, perhaps.
Juche Tony
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I saw your review paper mentioning the rats in a hypomagnetic field. Do you have literature on the geophysical side
of your prediction?

Esseyegee
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Just like tuning the frequencies to maximize the weather altering effects of the mass spraying.
ipso_facto
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No the quaccine is designed to enable a mac address to be created for each person jabbed. The graphene structures that
are being assembled inside the bodies of those jabbed will be intertwined with the nervous system, and brain. Once the
system is activated, it will allow external control via wireless to program the former autonomous person to do what those
in control need that person to do.

Need an actor for a mass shooting? Need certain traits to check the boxes for political effect? Here's a few mac
addresses we found that meet your profile request, for the cheap price of $190,000 we'll program that person to carry it
out.

How about actual voters to show up? We can program a block of mac addresses to vote the way you need. This will give
the illusion of a large turnout and legitimate election. Only $1.00 per vote, 50,000 vote minimum. Need workers to work a
18 hour shift, no complaints? We can program that too, by overriding rest desires.

Do not doubt me on this, as Rush used to say. The jab was for compliance at first, now it's for control.
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debt_slave_1029384756
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dont let the televangelists get ahold of the code
helena_maslach
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#

Reply"
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the bluetooth capability usefully distinguishes those who have fake certificates, for when our enslavement is complete.
The addresses must match the vax number, and will be extremely hard to fake or copy.

Juche Tony
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One has to understand that a women's menstrual cycle is an excellent predictor and gauge of health status and hormonal
balance.

It is exquisitely regulated in most women with regular cycles.

During starvation, excessive weight loss, loss of fat stores, chronic or acute disease, and significant metabolic abnormalities it is
disrupted. However, the change to normal homeostasis has to be earth shattering to disturb menstrual cycle if it was regular
before.

 

I have had pats telling me about this for months, since I sometimes treat conditions like adenomyosis and uterine fibroids with
embolization techniques. I noticed menstrual irregularities in these patients months ago and conferred with my Obgyn colleagues,
now most had noticed more complaints, but not one related it to the Covid vaccines. If you are not looking for something, it rarely
gets found. I am glad this has been scientifically validated, but like clockwork...."it's just a small side effect, don't worry your little
heads about it."

Well guess what it tells us somewhere along the Pituitary Gonadal Uterine axis, there is significant disruption. 

I myself favor ovarian hormonal issue, since the mRNA vaccines are known to be deposited in the ovaries.

Menstrual regularity is often required or helpful to take pregnancy to full-term.

 

So we can predict now that pregnancy rates will drop, as will live births, which is happening.

We will likely see problems with puberty and development of secondary sex features. Increases in ovarian and uterine cancers will
be present as well.

asadshah
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#
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Good post.  The spike protein gets distributed everywhere - ovaries, testes, you name it.  Male infertility will increase as
well.  

So, we now know from Pathologists and Morticians that amyloid plaques are being found everywhere in the human body. 
This will end up causing havoc not to be believed for tens of millions of people - just in America.  Perhaps billions or at least
hundred of millions world wide.

Many docs and scientists of the world are trying to suppress this information as much as possible - mostly to save their own
ass and their standard of living.  Btw, I am not a doc or scientist - just a good researcher and someone with a great intuition. 
I saw this as a depop agenda from the beginning.  The real problem is that most people can not reconcile themselves to
their governments wanting to kill them.  

That's a no go zone for most people, although based on recent history, I am not sure why anyone would think that
governments would not want to commit genocide.  It happens all the time!

The Vel
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Reply"
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how can anyone have the moral rectitude to enter the medical profession, but then lounge around in a mansion paid for
with the deaths of hundreds of their patients. Which the doctors themselves knowingly murdered.

If I were a doctor knowing that, I'd be suicidal.

Juche Tony
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I suspect that it is also going to be causing more testicular cancer.
Ckierst1
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i know 2 vaxed that have had cancer. the 80 yr old just died. the 55 yo has a sarcoma in his neck that spread to his tonsils
and neck lymph nods. 

Rockatanski
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I know a guy in his late 70's, fully jabbed and boosted. just had a knee replaced, and now his leg is full of clots. he's
effed.

helena_maslach
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My dad is vain , he wears a hairpiece 

He visits a woman who styles and washes  it for him 

She's always been a fitness enthusiast

Healthy,  always looking good even into her early 50's 

She was terrified of covid , shut her salon down longer than was mandatory 

She got every vaccine shot  possible 

She now has a rare form of blood cancer 

Coincidence?

Maybe,  but i don't believe so

Pizza the Hutt
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Who would downvote that? Deborah Birx is that you?
Demologos
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I am beginning to think the shots contained polonium or uranium?  We are in midst of a cancer epidemic!  Long funeral
homes!

Famous123
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They don't need to contain them. The whole purpose of the shot is to shut down your natural immune system, and that is
why cancers are going way up.

Patriot Eke
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You can wash hairpieces in the washing machine now.
rectal_munger
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Thank you for sharing that. Neither vaccines nor viruses can kill but guilt and fear sure does. Best regards to your dad.
FreeStill
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styling and washing hairpieces is a thing? But surely they don't grow, and how hard can washing one be?
Juche Tony
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The plan: No more children....
Spacelord77
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Golf ball sized clots?  Jeez….. that would most certainly send any woman to the ER in a hurry.  Likely never got an explanation
from any doctor either.  Oh, yeah.  Golf ball sized clots are just a regular phenomenon with women.

Bay Area Guy
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They will be from now on.
Onthebeach6
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Wait 'til ERs are swamped.
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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The rank cowardice of virtually the entire medical profession is just unbelievable.
jcho8083
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It's more than cowardice: Blind and Blissful: High levels of education are perfectly compatible with, if not actually
conducive to, certain kinds of blindness. The educated are often snobs who look down on the uneducated not because of
their actual behavior, which like anyone else’s behavior may be good or bad, but ex officio, simply because they are
uneducated and do not discuss things in the abstract. Hamlet therefore knows that Polonius will be outraged at being
mistaken for a fishmonger; but Hamlet also knows that a fishmonger is more likely to be an honest man than a courtier, if
for no other reason than that his livelihood is not likely to survive dishonesty, whereas it is actually a requirement of the
courtier that, metaphorically, so many of us have become.

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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I would like to believe this as I can handle arrogance. But this is a simple discarding of a physician's primary duty out
of (valid) fear of losing money and power. Valid or not the situation exposes an utter corruption of the soul. You simply
cannot, and should not, trust your doctor any longer. 

jcho8083
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Better than tennis ball sized or medicine ball sized.
vaginal yeast
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Better than tennis ball sized or medicine ball sized.

#
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"oh, you can't do that with a ping pong ball".

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5dtBoyZ33o

these mRNA clots are going to be the new freak show in Patpong.

Juche Tony
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Another reason I volunteered for the control group.
Lucky Guesst
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Oh Leona, you’re such a kidder.
MANvsMACHINE
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In fifteen years your vaccination status for COVID will be asked by prospective partner wishing for children.

Non vaxxed men will be a catch.

fxrxexexdxoxmx3
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I work it into conversations now with women. I don't want some vaxxed, spike protein factory shedding on me while
she's in my bed.

Krink26
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I do wonder about this risk.

Patriot Eke
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my offer still stands: unvaxxed spaff for sale, $1000 a bonk, no mingers please.
Juche Tony
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Your heroic contribution to the annals of science is noted, fellow traveler. 
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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Menstrual changes weren't even asked about during the clinical trials?

The one constant in a woman's life for X number of years?? 

My fucking God.

CommieHater21
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Does anyone really expect that a group planning a genocide of millions of people gives a rat's ass about this? OR, that
they'd warn the target population of these problems?

People who have been vaccinated are dying by the thousands. Just what is it going to take to wake up the dolts
sleepwalking through life? Mindless idiots that voluntarily let an experimental vaccine be shot into their bodies and now are
shocked that there are side effects. Half the world is retarded, I'm convinced.

chubbar
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Half is retarded and another 30% are gullible, lack common sense and trust their GP's and government implicitly.

 

Onthebeach6
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At this point all I can think of is "survival of the fittest".

They made their own bed, let them die in it.

Trillion Dollar Bonus
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Pfizer classified nearly every severe adverse reaction during covid vaccine trials as “not related to shots”

Unrestrained criminal intent - NOT incompetence. Pure, sociopathic profit-taking and planned gigadeath genocide.

My brother is an E.R./trauma doc and buys the vax story and is now installing trauma, not treating it. I cannot wake him. He
has even voted for Ron Paul, thought the lockdowns insane, hated the masks, AND feels the vax should be VOLUNTARY,
not even remotely coerced . . . but will not listen to other dissenting medicos and other pros who can attest: medical
examiners, pathologists, embalmers, insurance actuaries, money men like the heroic Ed Dowd, etc. He's a very bright and
capable guy, but utterly indoctrinated to Western allopathy and the guild he belongs to. I could not convince him to read
how hospitals were bribed to call everything coronahoax for bookoo extra benjamins. Just total, lockstep medical
Jonestown. 

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

sign of a guilty conscience.

maybe he is not one of the good ones...

maybe he is shellshocked from having vaxxinated himself and his own family - bonkers, gone....

keeper20

#

#

22 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

The reason that no-one in power cares about documented health issues is because the fake pandemic and resulting COVID-19
poison death shots are by design.

This is the work of Globalist Davos Leaders and their New World Order shills.

US politicians, both on the left and the right, are complicit in murdering US citizens.

Independent Thinker

#

#

6 1 Reply"

5 days ago

This is true. DC would be of more use to America if it was nuked.
Onthebeach6

#

#

2 1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Make it a thermobaric fuel air explosion of 1 megaton rating, if you nuke DC you will never be rid of the fallout containing
radioactive particles and pieces of the trash that used to live there.

A. Magnus

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Better to use a neutron device that leaves the archives and museums. 
Fishtowner

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

as are 98% of doctors, 100% hospitals, and the 100% of the MSM...
Aubiekong

#

#

8 Reply"

5 days ago

The medical profession is guilty of this genocide - they elected to say nothing just to protect their standard of living.  They
could have ended this early.  They chose to have a genocide.

The Vel

#

#

22 Reply"

5 days ago

So many people in denial over what these jabs are doing to the human body.  The MSM is complicit with this ongoing damage.

"it's easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled"

 

Cautiously Pessimistic

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

I love people who quote Mark Twain.
Shifter_X

#

#

9 Reply"

5 days ago

"Truth is the most valuable thing we have. Let us economize it." ~ Mark Twain
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

the truth is so precious it must be protected by a bodyguard of lies - winston churchill
helena_maslach

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

“Never put off till tomorrow that which you can do the day *after* tomorrow” -Mark Twain 
Livingston

#

#

16 Reply"

5 days ago

It's hard even coming up with jokes about this anymore, but people who rolled up their sleeves for Bourla's experimental
injections could actually die of *embarrassment* to admit they were so stupid, and selfish.

chunga

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

I don't understand it either. My father got 3 jabs and still got COVID. He swore he was done with the jabs after getting
COVID. He recently got boosted. 

4thmeal

#

#

21 1 Reply"

5 days ago

I can just add this to the 7 people I personally know who had strokes within weeks of getting there shot, and the 3 work
associates that had mysteriously fallen over dead for no reason the last 18 months, and finally the incredible number of funerals I
have attended over the last 18 months to 2 years. It’s staggering the number I have attended. More in the last 2 year then the 10
years before combined.

there plan has worked pretty well and left a giant hole in our society

graverobber

#

#

14 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Statistically speaking: the older you get, the more funerals you go to until you attend your final one...
Andy's War_Hole

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

On a long enough timeline...
bigjim

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

'Zactly!

I was a bit more blunt and long winded...oh well, nobody's perfect hahaha!

Andy's War_Hole

#

#

16 1 Reply"

5 days ago

My wife had 4 aunts pass all within the past 6 months.

Her thrice vaccinated 40 year old brother collapsed from a heart attack, clotting, and also tested positive for Covid 19 upon
arrival at the hospital.

I could go on, but you get the point.

 

Trillion Dollar Bonus

#

#

13 Reply"

5 days ago

Let's see 3 vaxxed cousins with aggressive cancers.  One of them just died this week.  A non-smoker died of lung cancer,
bone cancer, kidney cancer, and skin cancer!!!!!!!  WTF?  Another vaxxed cousin attacked me on Facebook for being ANTI
Science and spreading lies about vaccine dangers.....he now has aggresive stage 4 cancer!!!!! We non vaxxed cousins are
wondering like WTF???? Uncle that attacked fellow cousins for not taking the shot is now dying of cancer.  Step mom that
took the shots died of cancer?????? I guess it's just a coincidence that vaccinated relatives are dying while the unvaxxed
are healthy??????  0 unvaccinated relatives with cancer and 5 vaxxed relatives with cancer.........just a coincidence?????

Famous123

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Holidays must be especially cheery.
ipso_facto

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

the jab is the leading cause of coincidences
helena_maslach

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

You're jinxed, dude.
FreeStill

#

#

21 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

Yeah well, Pfizer falsified everything in their key clinical trial anyway, or so says the prestigious British Medical Journal.

https://www.bmj.com/content/375/bmj.n2635

BMJ Investigation

Covid-19: Researcher blows the whistle on data integrity issues in Pfizer’s vaccine trial

 

The mRNA crap is neither safe nor effective. 

 

uh PERIOD lol

Jim in MN

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

Are you suggesting that a big pharmaceutical company would do something unethical to turn a profit??? 
Guatemalanwatersnake

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

um well gee that's kind of difficult YES

Jim in MN

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Gasp!  <clutches pearls tightly>
Livingston

#

#

20 1 Reply"

5 days ago

The human genome has been altered by this mrna "vaccine".

That my my people,  is like some kind of satanic  endgame. Destroy humanity.

The werker

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

You got it
RockyR

#

#

19 Reply"

5 days ago

I am pureblood, my wife is pureblood, we got a healthy toddler and another on the way. Fuck pfizer and moderna, and may
bancel and bourla swing.

Ksquish2001

#

#

19 1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

You were an idiot if you got one. 70% of those who died were over 70, they were already dying.
ThomasJefferson69

#

#

16 Reply"

5 days ago

In my experiences, many individuals seemed to be motivated to get injected so that they could virtue signal. Would literally
lead off conversations about having recently been "vaccinated" as if it represented some great accomplishment on their
part.

Lord Baltimore

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Probably the exact same people who used to brag about how many friends they had on Facebook when that site first
opened.

What is The Hedge

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

The contempt and disrespect shown to those who chose not to vaccinate. I remember sitting in meeting rooms,
segregated from those that were vaccinated. I was forced to wear mask at the office, those vaccinated need not to, even
though it was well known that those vaccinated could get and pass on covid

Txjac

#

#

18 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Another 'conspiracy theory' (CIA Gaslighting Operation term) come true.
Radagast

#

#

11 Reply"

5 days ago

It is the Godzilla of all global conspiracies. 
Onthebeach6

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

 ZH -  “Major Study Confirms COVID Vaccines Alter Women's Periods”

And right directly underneath, a separate piece mentioning “Goldman's Flow Desk”

I don’t know how you see it, but these things cannot be coincidental ..

Giant Meteor

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Bigger than 'Central Banks'?
ipso_facto

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

*Booster experimental #3 appears to be the most lethal kill shot. FYI
Radagast

#

#

18 1 Reply"

5 days ago

The Darwin Awards are going to have an extremely large number of nominees this year. 
Hail Spode

#

#

9 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

I think it is the Lemming special festival this year.

joego1

#

#

18 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

If you have been jabbed, you are no longer a human being. You are a GMO.

css1971

#

#

18 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago (Edited)

There must be a doctor in in the house with down vote denial syndrome- My message to you doc - f you eat the truth .

joego1

#

#

17 1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Never Forget- HCQ/AZM worked, IVM worked... each decreasing hospital admissions by 75% when administered within 24 hrs of
symptom onset. Safe, Effective, Available and Inexpensive, 
They were fully aware of this.

They prevented the general public from acquiring these medicines for covid.  

They estimate 1 million Americans died from covid.

They murdered 750,000 Americans. They are evil as can be. Never forget.

 

75thInf

#

#

17 1 Reply"

5 days ago

The jab has saved no lives it’s the killer..
Skip59

#

#

5 days ago

But ... but ... all those who survived Covid said they would have died without the jabs.

Many people are beyond help.

Onthebeach6



12 Reply"#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

We control the horizonal.
ipso_facto

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

And the vertical ..
Giant Meteor

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

And the veridical.
I Write Code

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

"saved millions!"

"Warp Speed!"

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX

#

#

17 Reply"

5 days ago

'42% of people with regular menstrual cycles'.

Just couldn't bring themselves to use the word 'women.'

Anno Domini

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Our finest minds no longer know what that word means.
ipso_facto

#

#

17 3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Frankenstein’s Monster: Did the Shot Kill Ivana?

From The Link:

"I never heard these words from Trump “This is an experiment, a very dangerous experiment, take it at your own risk.”

Instead, he became a drug company pitch man. And I fear that if Fauci deserves the electric chair for the role he played in this all,
that such credit may be due Trump as well."

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

15 5 Reply"

5 days ago

Trump: I Am The Father Of The Vaccines...

Trump: My Vaccines Are Safe And Effective...

Trump: I Want ALL Of MY SUPPORTERS To Take My Vaccines...

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

12 1 Reply"

5 days ago

he got played, but that's not an excuse. 

maybe hoping that one person alone can fix this was too much of a dream, too. 

 

sunra

#

#

16 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Very intelligent medical professionals have been screaming from the rooftops since the beginning:  DO NOT TAKE THESE DEATH
SHOTS!  Unfortunately, these things have worked exactly as designed.  It’s a self-directed eugenics program stoked by fear of a
nothing virus!

Armed Resistance

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Yep, they rolled out another round of their favorite con game....Problem-Reaction-Solution. Or as Bill Gates called the shots,
the "final solution". - https://www.bitchute.com/video/DAHHC8zbShMn/ (33 seconds)

GoodyGumdrops

#

#

16 1 Reply"

5 days ago

The side effects appear to vary by lot #.   

https://howbad.info/

We are all in this together.  Unless something happens to you.  Then you are on your own...

Fish Gone Bad

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

That was my design - can't have everyone dying at once.  The lots were mini-experiments within themselves.  The first lots
had to be inert or relatively benign or people would have known right away that they were death shots.

The Vel

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

one assumes that was a typo  'my design/by design' ...
keeper20

#

#

16 1 Reply"

5 days ago

My daughter got the jab, as did many of her friends, due to coercion.

She and ALL her female friends went haywire in the menstruation department.

This is not news to me.

XY meant that was no threat to me, but I refused from day one and told the guy who owns the business where I work that I would
walk immediately if he so much as suggested my position depended on me getting it

 

Moron Tagger

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Do they still have it or did it happen only for a short time? Did it eventually return to normal?
Joe A

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Some back to normal, many not after over a year

 

Moron Tagger

#

#

16 Reply"

5 days ago

They also said there were no effects on pregnant women, or there was no evidence since they did not have a time span to study
effects or did not look.  You have to look at stillbirths and abnormal births, think they only looked at things two months latter
interim during pregnancy and declared everything was safe.  For all we know this junk is as bad as thalidomide, but there is "no
evidence."

Nelbev

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Except the 1st forced data dump by Pfizer to the FDA shows that out of 280 pregnant women that got the vaccination
during the Dec to Feb 21 timeframe, which was the trial period, 10% of the women experienced spontaneous abortions.
10%!

Another 1123 people died and around 50,000 experienced a significant adverse event. Did anyone hear about these issues?
In the past the FDA would pull a vaccine after 50 people died. This was intentional, not some sort of oversight and the FDA
covered it up. They still are.

chubbar

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Plus for the Pfizer clinical trials approval was based on "efficiency" which was based on a positive PCR test, symptoms or
death did not matter, ex post update before unblinding, later found out that the overall death rate for the vaccinated an
unvaccinated was the same in those clinicals.  They want kids to get it with now with no benefit outside maybe not having
a normal cold a day, and an increase in peri- and myocarditis net killing and maiming thousands, pure Moloch worship so
Pfizer and Moderna can make billions like the MIC.

"Clinical trials of COVID-19 vaccines didn’t look for effects on the menstrual cycle."
You do not find stuff you are not looking for, and it would have been pretty easy to gather data on that, but if they found
some anomalies or worries, that could have caused vaccine hesitancy so we need to hide the data and attack and censor
others from telling the truth.

Nelbev

#

#

15 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Looks like the overturning of Roe v Wade isn't really going to be an issue - babies are going to be a scarce resource concentrated
amongst the unjabbed. 

Of course those crossing the southern border don't have to be injected - it's how you replace most of the white race in just a
generation or so.

Onthebeach6

#

#

15 Reply"

5 days ago

"experts say no cause for alarm"

Why not give those ""experts" names,

and why not show a bit of their data based decision processes?

New York Times needs to be shoved up it's own ass.

DollarMenu

#

#

15 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Unvaxxed single men and women need to limit their marriage choices to unvaxxed people. 
VAXXFREE

#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Yep, this is going to happen once everyone realises the jabbed survivors are mostly sterile.
Onthebeach6

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Mostly sterile or likely to produce offspring with DNA that may be screwed up.
chiquita

#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago

Remember the app for unvaxxed dating, and how it was immediately pulled? It had monstrous demand, and it was
advertising the fact that indeed, the unvaxxed, didn't want to be anywhere near the genetically modified.

Treat anyone vaxxed as if they carry aids.

JuliaS

#

#

15 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

And the veterans who got the mystery shots showed a fourfold mortality increase in the Harvard study.

But you see, no one cares.

They want us and our kids dead and enslaved.

uh PERIOD again sorry

Jim in MN

#

#

15 Reply"

5 days ago

This is blown way out of proportion. Not a SINGLE trans woman’s menstrual cycle was affected. 
Ben Decko

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

Won't effect any of their pregnancies either.
Onthebeach6

#

#

15 Reply"

5 days ago

Well we did try warning people but their body, their choice right?
Hermit in a Cave

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

... and what a choice ...
Onthebeach6

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

most did it because they didn't want to loose their job - think mandatory vax in Austria, no crossing borders, etc. without the
pressure, it would have looked different. oh, and the kick backs, bribing most of all doctors… 

sunra

#

#

14 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

How do we know that it’s on purpose? It’s quite simple: they had the animal models PROVING that the spike protein attacked the
ovaries.

Instead of making this information public and requesting a stop to the trial, the information was hidden from public view, only
available through FOIA request, and many of the details have not been compldeclassified….

The only reasonable explanation is malfeasance and maleficence.  

lwilland1012

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Malfeasance - or let's just call it depop.  I like to make things plain and simple.
The Vel

#

#

14 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Pfizer started to follow pregnant women who took their shot... so many had miscarriage's of around 90%  that they ended the
study early and buried the findings.  they did not want to know any more so they quit following their sample group because they
were afraid it would get out and become public...

Aubiekong

#

#

14 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Phuck fauci.  Phuck gates.  Phuck schwab. 
desertdog

#

#

8 5 Reply"

5 days ago

Blaming the designated well-deserved whipping boy?

You forgot Prince Charles, MI6, the CIA, the Freemasons and the pentagon.

JaxPavan

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

five dv; obviously, one each from Prince Charles, MI6, the CIA, the Freemasons and the pentagon

nice!

keeper20

#

#

13 Reply"

5 days ago

Whenever the "experts" say there is no cause for alarm, you should be alarmed.
Eclipster

#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago

“The scariest words one can hear are ‘I’m from the government, and I’m here to help’” -RR
75thInf

#

#

13 1 Reply"

5 days ago

I NEVER got the clot shot, but a family member did.

I was around them after their 1st shot and immediately began my cycle and it was ridiculous.

2 weeks later, I began another cycle.

Never happened to me before.

I also ended up with EOE in my esophagus after exposure to the clot shotted.

Again, never had an issue in my life.

My throat closed up and I ended up in the emergency room.

Fairly certain exposure to the shedding of the clot shotted made my white blood cells go nuts and my throat to close up.

Clearly sterilization can happen even if you don't get these death shotz.

I would encourage people to keep their children away from anyone who received these shotz.

Jabbed people are literally carry Satan's plague and infecting others with the poison.

natashav

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

I've had difficulty swallowing as well following the Pfizer shot
AdamX

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

swallowing what?
domoga

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Its like an inflammation of the gastro track and so food get stuck in your throat really easily or your throat closes up
altogether so you can't swallow

AdamX

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

That is VERY dangerous
McStain

#

#

13 1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Bill Gates's father ran the American Eugenics society, which promoted Hitler master race type shit.

Naturally he funded the gain of function research that led to the production of the Clot Shots.

"If we do a really good job with vaccines, we can reduce global population by maybe 10-15%"

-Bill Gates, Ted Talk 2015

A. Magnus

#

#

13 1 Reply"

5 days ago

 But any hardship is worth it for "Ukraine"...

oh no, wait...wrong narrative, ...sorry

 

But any hardship is worth it to fight "Covid".

rwe2late

#

#

13 Reply"

5 days ago

They have sterilized millions of women in Africa and India with their "vaccines" and these shots will have the same effect.  Birth
rate is plummeting.

They are turning our kids gay/trans which is all part of the sterilization pogrom.

Those of us who are not sterilized will give birth to sterile kids.

These people must be stopped

Shifter_X

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

The fact is that the childhood vaccine schedule includes so many vaccines which contain DNA from the opposite gender
may have something to do with all this gender identity issues.  HEK-293 & Per.c6 injected many times into kids these days.  
They can say all they want that this doesn’t impact the recipient, but the fact is we have a gender identity crisis these days
and we didn’t have these issues are near the rate prior to the vaccines.  Same as autism 1-10000 kids pre 1986 and 1-80
now.  And it’s not testing and reporting of either of these that’s the root explan

GadsdenFlag

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

.
4Celts

#

#

1 2 Reply"

5 days ago

huh?  You think Africans should grow exponentially?  Have you seen what societies they create?

do you want everywhere to be like India and Africa?

killagator

#

#

2 2 Reply"

5 days ago

Hahahaha! Just pause and realize European white males are at the core of both the so called great reset and the culling
taking place. 

 

You're in the Matrix, Leo : )

FreeStill

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

((white)) "males"
keeper20

#

#



12 Reply"

5 days ago

What about the trans womens' periods?  Are they affected too?

I wouldn't put it past a pharma to form a trial with almost exclusively trans so they could report no effect on menstruation.

Decimus Lunius Luvenalis

#

#

12 Reply"

5 days ago

I fcking despise the NYT.
Kanzen Saimin

#

#

11 Reply"

5 days ago

You are not alone.
Onthebeach6

#

#

10 Reply"

5 days ago

Owned by the same so called people that make the vaccines 

💉

!
Happy Ending

#

#

12 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Swedes at Lund University confirmed that the mRNA that "cannot change your genes" does, indeed, incorporate itself into the
human genome.  The injections are permanent and irreversible, and God only knows what they're going to do in totality.

If it affects menstruation, it affects fertility, period.  No pun intended.

covidystopia

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

The toxic nanoparticles have a special affinity for the ovaries.
Lambros776

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

has anyone looked at how those spike proteins hook-up with male sperm ?

something wicked this way comes.

HardlyZero

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

This in called depop - you kill people and also stop their breeding.  That's the game, but most of the 'lack intuition'
crowd never caught on.  Too late for the jabbed now.

The Vel

#

#

11 1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

What about trans women? Were they taking into consideration? If not, then this study is transphobic! Trans women also have a
right to covid vaccine induced menstrual bleeding although they can't physically bleed because they don't have a womb. How
insensitive!

Joe A

#

#

11 2 Reply"

5 days ago

good luck having babies you dumb fking Karens.
domoga

#

#

5 3 Reply"

5 days ago

It's probably a blessing to humanity that there reproductive systems are destroyed. 
endofdays

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

They have spent over 100 years cursing the very gift of nature that God bestowed upon them, so now they have their
fondest wish and had that taken away.

A. Magnus

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

We'll start to hear about the oppression of the 'Menstruating Matriarchy'.  Just wait.
ipso_facto

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

We should have seen this coming a year ago with the Karens acting crazy and emotionally unbalanced like they were on
their periods. Now it is plain as day what was happening with the Karen explosions last year.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW-WPnWQFuk

Nelbev

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Karens acting <even more> crazy and <even more> emotionally unbalanced <than anyone thought possible>...
Gloobus Floobus

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

They voted for democraps.....it's for the best.
McStain

#

#

11 1 Reply"

5 days ago

They've sold enough of last year's vaxxxes so they can now admit how unsafe they are.

However, this new version is safe and effective, so you really should get the new untested-but-safe shot. They wouldn't lie to you
twice would they?

pods

#

#

11 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Bill Gates sterilized 200,000 African women with his fkd up vaccine "charity program".

Sure, honey. Go get that booster.

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX

#

#

11 1 Reply"

5 days ago

We knew this as early as April 2021 after a facebook group of over 130k members complained anecdotally of these symptoms.
So why didn't anyone follow up? Oh right. Facebook shut them down (probably with the Feds blessing)

https://reclaimthenet.org/facebook-removes-covid-19-vaccine-victims-group/

Lars Jaspenas

#

#

11 Reply"

5 days ago

Menstruation is not related to pregnancy, and therefore birth rates...right? /s
misgivings

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Only in men who womenstruate.

Even Austin, TX has begun to tire of . . . well, Austin, TX: 

University of Austin students share anti-woke ‘forbidden lessons’

The schizophrenic criminality of Woke is cracking everywhere. 

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'

#

#

5 Reply"
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The campus is currently in Dallas. ATX is still a cesspool. I witnessed it happen first hand. It was awful to see. I'm
dreading going up there next weekend for my best buds bday. My only friend still there. And my most conservative friend.
It's hell for him.

Krink26
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I don’t trust anything that bleeds for 5 days and doesn’t die. 
 

- Mr. Hand

yrad
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#
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I know a woman who has two beautiful children. Got pregnant a third time a year ago. Got the vaccine. Two months later had a
miscarriage.

This vaccine bullshit is pure fucking evil.

NoMasIlegales
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Does it matter if her kids are beautiful?
captain noob
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Just saying they are healthy as in she is ferlile and should not have miscarriages
Woodrox
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spike proteins got electrolytes.  /s
HardlyZero
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the vaccine is obviously anti-women. When are the protests in front of fauci's house going to start?

If it can be done to the supremes, why not fauci?

DayWear
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What's a woman?
desertdog
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Ask a biologist.
Onthebeach6
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Biology is no longer accepted as a trusted science.
JMRPete
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If this is what the vaccine does to a woman's cycle, just imagine what it will do to a woman's fertility.

... or do you suppose they're joking when they say their goal is to reduce human population to 500 million?

Snout the First
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They're not joking - they want to return most of the Earth to wilderness.

Kill 7 billion humans and save the green tree frog.

Onthebeach6
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My wife is post menopause and is also a cancer survivor. So naturally with all the propaganda swirling around about getting
vaccinated because she is "high risk". So she got the Pfizer vaccine. This last New Years Eve she was complaining about
shortness of breath and her resting pulse was 110. I took her to the emergency room and it was determined she had several
pulmonary embolisms(blood clots in her lungs). A very serious situation. She recovered after 3 days in the hospital. There is
no history of blood clots in her family. An ultrasound was done on her legs(that is a primary origin of blood clots which then travel
to the lungs) and there was no evidence of any clots in her legs. So where did it come from? The  doctors called it an
"unprovoked blood clot". I could have lost her but we were lucky I got her to the ER on time. She will be on blood thinners the
rest of her life.

danl62
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If you have been on this site for any length of time, you should have known getting the shot could be suicide. Geez, I just
don't know where people's common sense has gone. 

Farmerz
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too many people believe the asshats on the tv
keeper20
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For as many as reported, some likely missed the boat entirely due to their biases.  One of my friends told me she had a
miscarriage about two weeks after I knew she got her booster.  I commented that I did not know she was even pregnant and she
said she didn't either!  But she had terrible cramping and passed a large mass so she thought she must have been pregnant and
miscarried.  I knew even then but she is one of those with who will never have ears to hear.

AlohaZ
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As her friend it might be kind to suggest that she avoid future boosters and new mRNA gene therapies.
Ckierst1
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Most people who bought into getting the vax refuse to hear anything about avoiding future shots.  Unless they have an
immediate reaction or see a friend/relative have an immediate reaction, they continue to live in denial about any
connections between the vaxxes and side effects.  I tried to tell friends not to get the shots and when they did, I tried to
tell them not to get the boosters.  Now as they're having heart problems, cancers, and strokes, it's a little late and very
unkind to say I told you so and pretty unproductive.  It's heartbreaking really.

chiquita
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I notice a significant number are being informed otherwise by the School of Hard Knocks and the lesson is sticking.  I
wish them the best.  They also might try to snag some fixins' for the Ivermectin Protocols and hope that these have a
salutary effect.  Better late than never?

Ckierst1
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I have a bunch of dipshit relatives....its split 50 % retard liberal, guess their vax status. 25 % common sense,
undoctrinated unvaxxed and 25% going along with msm... might have a brain but not sure

Woodrox
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This exactly.  I told all my friends exactly what I thought about putting a totally experimental vaccine in their bodies,
and their kids.  They did it anyway, so at this point there's no point if they still refuse to put 2+2 together.

AlohaZ
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In other words, a typical woman.
McStain
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 Pfizer, turning periods into exclamation marks and golf balls.

Wiley Crowe

The left wing of the Covidian cult could not stand that we trusted actual women more than Pfizer's PR
department https://t.co/ifGDUqvYZt

Their symptoms have included hemorrhagic bleeding lasting more than a month; heavy intermittent
bleeding for four months; passing golf-ball size clots of blood; and extreme cramping, serious
enough to land one friend in the ER.
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"....heavy intermittent bleeding for four months...passing golf-ball size clots of blood..."
Heh, I want to thank you for that visual  ..

Giant Meteor
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I’ve sometimes wondered what it was like living through various atrocities throughout world history, as in, with some of them did
they know at the time what was going on?

I don’t have to imagine anymore.

Mighty Hawk

passing golf-ball size clots of blood
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They lined up for the showers.
ipso_facto
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In an interview conducted by the American ABC tv in late 2020, Bill Gates sat next to his grinning wife and said:

“If the coming Covid vaccine roll-out works we should see a 10 to 15% reduction in the global birth rate”.

Since when was a so called vaccine for a Flu type virus, the creation and origins of which the West has no interest in investigating
(because the West helped to create it), supposed to be a form of birth control?

These mRNA injections were taken by the majority of the population in Western nations. Very few have been taken in Africa and
India and both Russia and China created their own vaccines, neither of which contain mRNA. This a genocide taking place of
what remains of the white West. It is a euthanasia project combined with a sterilisation back up (which is why the maggots
governing Western nations are insistent that children and even babies get these injections).

The greatest crime in history is unfolding in front of our eyes and has been delivered with an ingenuity that only pure evil is
capable of.

CapeWrath
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The plan is to starve the developing world.
Onthebeach6
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And before long we'll have nuclear power plants controlled by Diversity Code.
ipso_facto
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“This evidence included extensive invasion of small blood vessels with massive numbers of lymphocytes, which cause extensive
cell destruction when unleashed. Other organs, such as the lungs and liver, were observed to have extensive damage as well.
These findings indicate the vaccines were causing the body to attack itself with deadly consequences."

the pathogen is spike protein and spike protein is what the vaccine causes the body to produce. Spike protein is one of the most
contrived (deliberately created rather than arising naturally) poisons that man has ever made. Its aim is to kill billions without
anyone ever noticing it. So we have an engineered virus and a mandated vaccine. By design they work hand in hand.

“But the devil is more concerned with increasing the number of sins than with hiding them."

Know this. Its a membrane protein. the MRNA distributes this poison throughout the body and Its seeks out the various tissues
and sets up shop in those tissues (remember all organs Heart , Lungs, Kidney, Brain,) have tissues that attach to them. The toxin
(poison) will get people with pre-existing conditions first

Keep far away from the poison clot shot.

The poison is in the spike protein. Its contains bits of prion and HIV all wrapped in graphene oxide. Lovely stuff, ehh.

It creates an allergic reaction and it depends on how your body responds to it. However left untreated it causes death. And pretty
quickly at that.

Protect yourself. Remember the old adage. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

Every Day. Vitamin C, D3, Zinc. Probiotics for your immune system

As to the poison clot shot. The realm of human stupidity has no bounds!

Albert Einstein summed it up nicely many years ago.

"Two things are infinite. The universe and human stupidity. And I'm not sure about the universe."

BullNBear8
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'The poison is in the spike protein. Its contains bits of prion and HIV all wrapped in graphene oxide. Lovely stuff, ehh. ....'

just found out about the superantigen SEB today. think the cytokine storm.

so nice of the chinese to have faxed the vaccine companies over the computer model so quickly. warp speed i tellz ya.

putaipan
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My brother has had all 4 doses of the alien marinade,guess what he has a bad case of whatever the test classifies as covid -he
made his decision as an adult though- its the children with stupid parents and the unborn whose mother takes the shot that upset
me.Babies are being born without functioning immune systems here.

khnum
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Be sure to say good bye, you don't want to have any regrets, these people are dying by the tens of thousands now.
chubbar
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The Karens are going to hang Fauci by the balls when the truth finally dawns on them.
Lambros776
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Nope. The Karens and Kens are so far into this BS that they'll be like the Jonestown crowd; they would rather drink the
Kool-Aid than admit they're wrong.

NoMasIlegales
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Truth don't dawn on Karens. That's what makes them so special.
JMRPete
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Karens are self eliminating - one of the truly positive things about the vaxx!
The Vel
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"Major Study Confirms COVID Vaccines Alter Women's Periods"

I am offended. There is no women. Are you a biologist Tyler?  They are people who bleeds. 

Fight me!

 

CrazyOldMan
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Now report on the declining birth rates being reported around the world.
ParanoidSquirrel
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It’s a COMPLETE mystery… must be climate change.
RockyR
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I wonder when "peak die-off" will occur.

I bet Fauci and his fellow Cabalists know.

Onthebeach6
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And for sure they never took the jab.  
fleur de lis
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Pfizer was forced to release the documents by a federal judge. Anyone can view the findings. If you have chosen to not follow up
and do your own research from the source itself, I don't know what to tell you. 

It's bad, they knew, they tried everything they could to withhold the release (for 75 years), and it's an admitted experimental GENE
therapy that has never passed full human trials before. It's fallen short of safety protocols that have been the threshold for the
removal of other "medicines", and yet it was Emergency Use Authorized for a disease that has a most satisfactory survival rate,
which was now admittedly part of a GoF program in Wuhan, funded by NIH. The disease was so scary that some Governors
approved sending the infected into nursing homes, and followed every contraindicated protocol for a pandemic.  

This is the power of Media Mind Control. This is the weakness of Human Nature. We are FAR from ready for a place among the
stars, and in fact, future generations will never believe we ever had the technology to do so.

Mammon, was it worth it?

@KeenObserver
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Did we borrow the money from the Chinese or just create it wholesale?
ipso_facto
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the chinese were forced by the crown to cover the costs for the corona caper.<1>  it was an offer they were not permitted
to refuse, and one which they now seem to be regretting (as evidenced by their recent super-support of the BRICS bank
system).<2>

<1> https://drdannielleblumenthal.wordpress.com/2020/11/25/dominion-voting-patents-to-china-bank-hsbc-for-
collateral/

<2> https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202206/1268621.shtml

 

keeper20
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Major Study Confirms COVID Vaccines Increase Periods in Men.   LGBTQs asking for more boosters.
Kprime
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I am not a biologist.
Gekko Jr
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I am not a scientist.
Kprime
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What difference does it make, at this point?
FreeStill
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Mens' Soccer Player Drops Dead During Game with Menstrual Blood Clot
Ckierst1
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Soccer-playing-person.
Ardent Glazier
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Thank you.
Ckierst1
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Soccer-playing-identifier.

Kprime
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Rachel Levine?
Under11Words!
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That's Admiral Levine to you, swab.
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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All these dead people are very fortunate that their Covid vaccine made their deaths less painful.
prefan4200
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That wasn't a blood clot she passed. And it wasn't through her vagina.
Krink26
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GOLF BALL SIZED BLOOD CLOTS. WTF

Doctors: a coincidence to be sure. That'll be $140 please.

The Ghost of Keeve
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Accusing others of "fearmongering," being "anti-vax," and peddling "dangerous disinformation" is Anthony Fauci's primary area
of expertise. For a complete rundown on the lies, falsified research, bribes, blackmail, and coercion perpetrated by Fauci and
dozens of others in the medical establishment across the entire world, read Robert F. Kennedy Jr's book, "The Real Anthony
Fauci: Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health".

mcmlvii
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Now they will finally know how to define a woman, right?

Men never menstruate, even if they cut off their d*ck and drill a new hole, play on a woman's track team, go to women's
bathrooms and prisons...can't add a functional womb to a man.

Sigh.
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But if you say that they can't get pregnant, you are some sort of hater or phobe.
MichiganObserver
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there were several goals in the making of the death shot...

Make the slave class dependent on a never ending"vaxx" shot to remain alive.  

Increase diseases... money for the industrial medical complex and shortened lives of the slaves

Increase cancer...  Money for the industrial medical complex and shortened lives of the slaves..

Lower the life expectancy of the slave class.  In a few short years reach the 500 million world wide population goals.

Lower fertility of the slave class... Lower the birth rate lowers the years needed to reach the 500 million world population goals...

 

Aubiekong
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Point number 2 is wrong as the point is to knock them off pronto..case closed..
aloha-snackbar
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Nope, they did not want everyone who took the shot to suddenly drop dead... that would be too easy for the slave class
to know it was them who killed people.  they wanted a longer drawn out death by multiple diseases so the blame is much
harder to pin point...

 

Aubiekong
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If you supported the mandates, you're scum.  But this is beside the point.
JR Wirth
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PREMIUM 5 days ago

The poison ends up in the ovaries and the body is ejecting that poison as fast a possible while the cells create more of it creating
a cycle of doom .

joego1
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Liberal women probably believe that

south40_dreams

there is no cause for alarm
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I knew this the first month from women in the work place complaining of these symptoms. Too bad Dr. Fauci and company are
just learning of it now. Oh well. At least they tried. Sorry you ladies are probably reproductively damaged now. 

Dr. Gonzo
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Since when do only women have periods? I can't remember history very well since being gaslit for the past several years.
ssgredux
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I know, I can't believe I was such a bigot to think that only women could have periods. I'm sure mayor Pete never goes off
his.

Trillion Dollar Bonus
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Don't bother him, he's still trying to figure out how to breastfeed the baby. 

sirnzee
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It's CHESTfeeding, you bigot.

 

Trillion Dollar Bonus
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PREMIUM 5 days ago

screw you, you pissant downvoter.

EcoJoker
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This effect was reported early on...

https://greatgameindia.com/irregular-menstruation-covid-vaccine/

 

"Dr. Kate Clancy, an associate professor at the University of Illinois, tweeted in February that she’d been hearing about people
who had experienced changes in their menstruation since getting one or two vaccine shots.

 

A colleague told me she has heard from others that their periods were heavy post-vax,’ she wrote.

Facebook deletes 120,000-member group where people posted stories of alleged adverse vaccine reactions. 

As per a study published in the journal Reproductive Biomedicine Online, 25% women who had actual virus experienced
some changes in their periods. This study was done on 177 patients and 19% had longer than usual periods.

If this vax is not shedding into other people, why would contact between vaccinated and un-vaccinated be an event worth
noting? 

https://media.tghn.org/medialibrary/2020/11/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020_Pfizer_BioNTech.pdf

 

PFIZER’S OWN DOCUMENTS STATE BOTH INHALATION AND SKIN CONTACT WILL TRANSMIT WHATEVER IS IN THE VAX
FROM THE VACCINATED TO THE UNVACCINATED

 

A: miscarry,
B: spontaneously abort,
C. poison a baby via her breast milk
D: Have babies that have congitive difficulties.

Source:

 

Analysis of sex hormones and menstruation in COVID-19 women of child-bearing age

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1472648320305253

 

Trump-Hating Garbage ‘Comedian’ Chelsea Handler Says She Feels Sick and Went ‘Deaf in One Ear’ After Getting Second
Moderna Jab

 

Handler nervously asked her Instagram followers if they had experienced the same side effects after getting the Covid jab.

“I thought I was gonna get sick tomorrow…but I feel sick. Did this happen to other people? Please tell me,” she said.

Handler you can look forward to this:

Facebook deletes 120,000-member group where people posted stories of alleged adverse vaccine reactions. 

GRResearch
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Footnote:

‘I got J&J on March 15, then started my period about 2 days later — over a week early. It was heavier than normal,’ wrote
one.

 

‘Two weeks exactly after shot number 2, my cycle started 12 days earlier and heavier than it’s been for the last three years,’
said another.

‘I am 3 weeks out from my first Moderna shot and started my period in the middle of a BC pack. That’s never happened to
me in 12 years of taking the pill. I never even spot between periods,’ wrote one more.

‘My period following 1st Moderna dose came a week early and was the most painful I’ve ever had,’ tweeted yet another.
‘After second dose it came almost two weeks late and my cycle has been regular for years so I knew it was the vaccine but
felt scared to say so.’ 

 

‘I thought I was going CRAZY,’ another answered. ‘I got the J&J shot three days before my period started and it’s now
been…. 16 days of bleeding (normal period for 5 days then light but consistent bleeding for the rest).’

Me too!’ wrote one more. ‘I have an IUD and haven’t had a period in years, but am having cramps and spotting today (1st
dose Pfizer was yesterday). No big deal, absolutely worth it, but strange!’

 

Monica Grohne, the founder of Marea Wellness, said her company has ‘been hearing from thousands of women about
COVID & the vaccine affecting their periods.’

I had my first Pfizer vaccine on Friday, had sore breasts on Sunday and started my period yesterday. It’s two weeks early. I
have been regular as clockwork on a 26-28 day cycle since they started 25 years ago,’ wrote one. 

 

‘Mine was on time but super heavy which is not my norm,’ said another. 

 

‘I’m curious whether other menstruators have noticed changes too? I’m a week and a half out from dose 1 of Moderna, got
my period maybe a day or so early, and am gushing like I’m in my 20s again.

 

‘I’m on day 3 of my period and am still swapping out extra long overnight pads a few times a day. Typical for me at this time
is maybe one or two regular pads (though extra absorbent, Always Infinity ones) for the whole day,’ she went on.

 

 

GRResearch
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The interesting part here to me is that so many white college educated American women tend to be on the side of the globalists.
Chuckle.

The same people who are scheming day and night on how to mass sterilize them. 

This is nothing new. Check out this 

https://www.moonofshanghai.com/2020/05/a-cautionary-tale-about-who.html

The big diet - it's coming
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If people want to poison themselves with experimental vaccines..... WHY SHOULD THE REST OF US CARE!

It's a free country.

PCShibai
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You go against the "status quo" and you will find out it is not a free country. 
The big diet - it's coming
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Guessing this will get called out in 75 years.
Big Sexy
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The MSM are currently on an 18 month delay in getting the news out.
OverTheUnder
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The scary thing is the delusion is so strong in a lot of the vaxxed, that unless the "experts" tell them that golf-sized clots aren't
normal and are an adverse effect from the shots, they'll believe it's something else causing it.

GoodyGumdrops
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All of a sudden the left is pretty quiet on covid as last years conspiracy theories become factual. No admissions of gullibility of
course, but much less “misinformation” accusations thrown around. 
“It is far easier to fool a man than convince him he’s been fooled,” -Mark Twain

75thInf
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It's mostly the left that got jabbed - so they'll get even quieter as time passes.
Onthebeach6
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Which is surprising, since Trump is still running around saying how wonderful it is. I wish to God he’d stop doing that. 
AimeeZH
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He hasn’t mentioned it in his last two rallies. He got booed pretty heavily for mentioning it 3rd rally ago or so. Love
so much about him but arranging this pharma no liability clause on an experimental vax was a huge blunder. But at
least he didn’t try to make it mandatory like our current Resident.

75thInf
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my retarded brothers, sisters and remaining parent all have grown VERY quiet since the truth has begun to emerge,
and their proselytizing, sanctimonious harping has subsided. now when i venture near "i tiold you so" they clam up
and suddenly don't want to discuss 'politics'...

they struggle with the idea of "no more boosters", because they took the only comfort from their fears in the shotttz.

i wish i could find tears when they demur from accepting responsibility for their mortal error.
but i am angry about it.

keeper20
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Again for reference, N95 masks are OSHA violations after just 15 minutes and need to be gone.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8049746/

Jim in MN

Use of face masks (KN95 and valved-respirator) resulted in significant increases in CO2 concentrations,
which exceeded the 8-h NIOSH exposure threshold limit value-weighted average.
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further study needs to be done to see if they moved the acceptable levels of co2 from masks over time

Just kidding that would never happen

Cruel Aid
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N95 mask will pass .3 micron,they tell us whatever covid is is .125 micron,about as effective as trying to stop possums
getting through a barbed wire fence

khnum
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Why is it no Energency Room asks patients if they’ve had the mRNA injections.  They don’t want the data.  Medicine has become
the iron fist of the Left

heehaw2
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Why is it they require useless and dangerous masks?

Same reason.

It's the end of the medical profession for a generation.

 

Jim in MN
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Actually it is one of the first questions they ask - it's useful from a triage point of view.
Onthebeach6
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When The U.N. Used “Vaccinations” To Secretly Sterilize 3 Million Kenyan Women

...HLI “obtained several vials of the vaccine and had them analyzed by chemists,” says Miller. “Some of the vials were found to
contain human chorionic gonodotrophin (HCG).” 

HCG is produced by an expecting woman which allows her to provide nutrients to a fertilized egg when the tiny baby attaches to
the uterine lining. A positive result of pregnancy is determined when a pregnancy test detects HCG. But when a woman is
injected with HCG mixed with the tetanus vaccine toxins, the woman’s body also identifies HCG as toxic and does not secrete it.
So future fertilized eggs do not get the nutrients they need and the new life dies. Thus, her pregnancies are terminated
immediately. 

oo.
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The biggest trick of all that they have put over on humanity is that the unvaxxed who have been shed upon by their coworkers or
housemates have it Too.

https://lovinglifetv.com/blood-slides-of-the-unvaxxed-proof-that-the-vaxxed-are-the-problem/

KatLivesKatter
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Do you want depopulation or not?
captain noob
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Not
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Sure, if it means those at the top must suffer, too.
Trillion Dollar Bonus

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

I noticed the Congress and their personal staffs didn't have to take the death shots.
Onthebeach6

#

#

7 1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Gates sterilized 100 million women in India and walked away scot free.  The treatment has been tested and it works as designed.
NoBigDeal

#

#

7 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Create a genetic monster and then mandate the public take the shot.

Did you ever wonder why the US Government paid for all the vaccines?  They have never paid for any other general shot given to
every US citizen.

If you took the shot, you have no clue what the future holds for you.

Kprime

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

none of us do, clotshot or not

it aint writ yet

keeper20

#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago

No jabs, no nasal sprays, absolutly nothing total garbage Bayer; make sure to take Magnesium with vit D. Criminals want to kill
you. Shedding is real, choose your company discreetly.

14thecountry

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago (Edited)

This is a genuine travesty and further proof an experiential drug should never be forced on the public.

 

fxrxexexdxoxmx3

#

#

6 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Women's periods?  What has the vaccine done to men's periods?  Anyone consider them?  
Revolver2030

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

Causes bloating, irritability and strong desire to dye hair purple, get multiple piercings and several tattoos.
Sunny Today

#

#

9 Reply"

5 days ago

And wear mask while driving alone in Subaru.
dewmontj

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

Stopped getting any vax since pre 2000. Just didn't see the need. My question today after reading all these numerous
"incidents," why only some are experiencing. What is the factor that determines who has issues. BTW my best friend of 55 years
died suddenly of double stroke, blood clots in the brain originating in the heart. He was perfectly healthy but he did take the vax.

ExtraordinaryIrrelevance

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

Alters pregnancies too...  Terminates them.

Experts say no cause for alarm.

Even though Steve Kirsch estimates 700,000+ DEAD from the vaxx in the USA alone...

Don't buy that?  Go get another booster.

DouchebagJoe

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

If you're a Dem - or any Uniparty politician - please get many boosters - stat.
mtumba

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

 

They alter more than that ..

 

The Odessa File

#

#

6 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

Major Study Confirms COVID Vaccines Alter Women's Periods.

So mayor Pete butt plug must be having a hell of a time, both him and his husband.  

snatchpounder

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

They're completely used to ejecting golf ball sized objects.  Nothing out of the ordinary for them.  
Gloobus Floobus

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

And I'm to feel so very sorry for wimmin that begged for this. The very same kVntz that were belittling and threatening me with
imprisonment for opting out of an experimental gene therapee.

Ok baybee, could'ja make me a sanwich?

Bureau of compliance

#

#

6 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Just wait for the idiots to figure out their immune systems are trashed. Idiots. 
yerfej

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

'Immune systems?'  What's that?
ipso_facto

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

i tried to warn some women at work, including one who was pregnant.  but they were full of themselves and basically said "shut
up, stupid man"

 

hope they are fine, but i left that job soon after, a department of six know-it-all women plus me was not going to work out.

liberty2day

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Spare them ANY simpathy.
McStain

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

the Christian in me, but yeah, darwin working hard lately
liberty2day

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Their egos got the better of them.

There is only one ego in the universe, and it ain't them.

The wages of sin is death.

--God

McStain

#

#

6 1 Reply"

5 days ago

I haven't even started with the comments.

Vaxtards, don't disappoint me on this one!

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

I've got a feeling the comment section on this one will live up to your username.
Captain Sternn

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

The vaxtards have been ominously quiet as of late! 
Happy Ending

#

#

7 Reply"

5 days ago

Many of them are not with us any more.
domoga

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

'White' Liberal Women are the biggest advocate for the experimental shot....Ironic I guess....
TieOneOn

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

When 'Karens Become Harridans'.  In production now.
ipso_facto

#

#

6 1 Reply"

5 days ago

The jab kills…
Skip59

#

#

3 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Stupidity and cowardice even moreso.
Trillion Dollar Bonus

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

Did they assess “women” and “people who menstruate” separately, or combine them into one group?
Rottemeister

#

#

6 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Destruction or concealment of evidence is legally synonymous with irrefutable proof of guilt.
Trillion Dollar Bonus

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

Yes, but guilt of what is the question?  For example, a murder suspect might fabricate an alibi not because he is guilty of
murder but to hide completely unrelated adultery instead.

JaxPavan

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Even the Hangman does not compare to 'a woman scorned'.
ipso_facto

#

#

6 2 Reply"

5 days ago

Trump's Operation Warp Speed...Trump's Gift Keeps On Giving.

The Incidence of Cancer, Triggered by the Covid 19 “Vaccine”

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

Government healthcare is a oxymoron. Remember, the government poisons public water with Fluoride. They regulate medical
policy with private industry. It's for profit not your health.

Democratic Koolaid111

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

So sadly ends another dream. I guess I wont be transitioning from dude to chick. OOOOO Blood clots. Icky.  
shirley u jest

#

#

6 1 Reply"

5 days ago

No sympathy for the vaxtards.
Blano

#

#

6 7 Reply"

5 days ago

Frankenstein’s Monster: Did the Shot Kill Ivana?

From The Link:

"I never heard these words from Trump “This is an experiment, a very dangerous experiment, take it at your own risk.”

Instead, he became a drug company pitch man. And I fear that if Fauci deserves the electric chair for the role he played in
this all, that such credit may be due Trump as well."

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

6 Reply"

5 days ago

Since the dawn of the Egyptian civilization — and probably long before that — parasitic flatworms of the species Schistosoma
haematobium have lurked in the River Nile .Eggs of S. haematobium have been found in the urinary tract of a mummy from the
twentieth dynasty, which began in 1189 BC. Of the ten known ancient-Egyptian medical papyri, five, including the Ebers Papyrus
from 1550 BC, describe urological problems

Haematuria ( blood in the urine) was so common in Egyptian men that French physicians with Napoleon's campaign in 1798
described Egypt as the only country where men menstruate.

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

And these malnourished and diseased people supposedly built the pyramids. 
desertdog

#

#

4 1 Reply"

5 days ago

The pyramids  were built by calgon the magnificent,  a space alien from outer space 

They were built as storehouses for his stockpiles of twizzlers 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

5 days ago

Calgon, take me away!
Blano



5 Reply"#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Calgon is too busy battling quonset the destroyer for galactic dominance 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

4

5 days ago

And the raspberry Twizzler mines on Sucrosia.
itstippy

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

More believable than the official story
desertdog

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

fun fact about bilharzia: it's still a problem in Egypt today, even though there are treatments.

China allegedly got rid of it under Mao, no chemicals but pure manpower, removing all nesting grounds (standing or slow
moving water).

sunra

#

#

5 2 Reply"

5 days ago

The irony is that nobody from ZH dares to point out that vaxx mandates are ONLY possible due to the big pharmaceutical
corporations having received immunity from liability by none other than....Donald J Trump and Operation Warp Speed.

Make Big Pharma liable for their toxic "vaccines" and the vaxx mandates and vaxx passports will disappear overnight!

Once again, Trump has 'coincidentally' played right into the Deep State's hands....again, something which his cult followers then
explain as "3-D chess," or they will just ignore it because it 'hurts their snowflake feelings' and it conflicts with their Confirmation
Bias.

Akula 941

#

#
3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

The political leaders on both sides are to blame, not just one person. Shielding from liability, through EUA, preceeded Trump.
It is routinely used by corporations and the government to shield them. Hell, the PCR process (covaids test) and masks were
also done through EUA. But yes, Trump played a role in the destruction.

Sid Finch

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Trump won an election, but was a "babe in the woods" when it came to organizing an administration.  He made lots of
errors in appointments, likely based on recos from people in the R Party, mostly RINOs (John Bolton???).  He also likely
didn't realize how malevolent and corrupted the bureaucracy, particularly the DoJ, was.  If he runs again and wins (a fair
likelihood) it will be interesting to see how he approaches re-orging his new administration.  He can't claim any naivete in
the next round.  It will also show his true colors and motivations.  What is his ideology - does he have one?  FWIW, I think
he was duped by the government medical bureaucrats regarding the benignity and efficacy of the "vaccine" (gene
therapy) and wanted some kudus for timely delivering it in pandemic crisis during his term..

Ckierst1

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

"If Trump runs again...it will be interesting to see how he approaches re-orging his new administration."

Frankly, as a former Trump voter and in view of the fact that Trump did absolutely nothing for Assange, I`d prefer not to
find out.

donkey_shot

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

kindly quit complaining, now will you? from the very onset of the "vaccination" program, there were clear and unequivocal
indications that, at the very least, the "vaccine" screwed up women`s periods.

forced infertility as such has not yet been proven, but all indications are there: if population reduction were the actual aim, you
couldn`t go about it in a better fashion.

now by all means go ahead and administer these "safe and effective vaccines" to your kids, too, just to see what happens.

idiots.

donkey_shot

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Is it wrong to sterilize the idiots?
captain noob

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

great question. thanks to the "pandemic", misogyny is having a field day.

for the remaining decent human beings, the answer would probably have to be: "not if you`re a nazi it ain`t".

donkey_shot

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Let's talk about our feelings
captain noob

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

The good ish news is only about 30% of americans have taken a booster.  The gig is pretty much up except for the exceptionally
suggestable and dumb members of society.  Brandon and the a-holes in gov't are screaming at more and more people who are
tuning them out.

StarManZZZzzz

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

So Americans will get smarter and less duped? 

joeyman9

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Smarter but dead.
Lanka

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Science creates most of the evil in our world. My 52 GF thought she was pregnant after major health issues that now require
lifetime treatments. I warned her the clot shot was unsafe but now she wants jab #4. Demonic shit is hard to overcome. Even
harder for women. 

moonmac

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Women are by far their worst enemy.  Of course, they don't see it that way.  
The Vel

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Rhode Island with a 95 percent vax rate have seen it's summer mosquito populations crash.  Some think the bugs are clotting up
and immediately dying.  Scientists are looking into this pleasant unintended consquence.

Aries32

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

At last, a WIN!!!
JMRPete

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

I'm not so sure this is a good development.  If it's affecting mosquitos, what other insects are being affected?  Believe it or
not, we need insects, all kinds.

PMS Mainstreeter

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Good news! You aren't going to need that abortion after all.
E Ghost

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

That's not good news to the babykiller keenies.
JMRPete

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Pandoras box...
white t shirt way

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

she/her/hers ?  /s
HardlyZero

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

The jab is how they plan to address the social security shortfall. Life expectancy in the US has declined for the last two years.
Coincidence? I think not

You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Oh, well should have used the brain God gave you and stayed a pureblood.
Rentier88

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Working as expected.
Esperanza

#

#

5 Reply"

PRO 5 days ago

Noice the article says "people" not women.  Presumaby all the people with menstrual irregularities were Y chromosome negative. 

Pathcoin

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

The difference between "conspiracy theory" and the MSM?  About six months.

This has been known since shortly after the jab jihad started.

cabystander

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

No female - or male for that matter - should heed health advice from the NYT.  

These menstrual irregularities ARE cause for alarm since there are so many of them after that accursed injection.  

Just because the .gov health cartels don’t really know what they are doing and are making things up as they go along and rake in
the cash does not mean they are off the hook.

And where is that little runt Fauci on this—he is being unusually quiet, just like his moron sidekicks Brix and Collins.

Where are the fast talkers when you need them.

At this point there is no good reason to take that vaccine, and even worse, the .gov perps have never admitted to fooling around
with dangerous bugs for fun and games.

 

 

fleur de lis

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

Hopefully the midget quack Fauci actually did take the lethal injection and ten boosters.  He won't be around much longer
and the quack can die and go to hell where evil mass murderers like him belong.

snatchpounder

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Nope, he didn’t take it, they won’t pick at their own poison.  

The question is what did he take if anything because he and the others had c19 but it did not really affect them.  

 

fleur de lis

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

My first inclination was he didn't take it but he looks bad and hasn't been giving his quack advice as of late so..... One
can only hope he took it and ten boosters so we don't have to hear that evil mass murdering sob anymore. 

snatchpounder

#

#

5 1 Reply"

5 days ago

"On social media, the The Grayzone was accused of "fearmongering," being "anti-vax," and peddling "dangerous disinformation."
Meanwhile, the response of the FDA and CDC to women's pleas might be best characterized as a bureaucratic shrug."

 

Isn't this what they always do? with Trump and the election if you said it was stolen you were attacked. With the concerns about
the vaccine if you questioned it you were labeled a conspiracy theorist. Global warming or climate change? Better keep your
mouth shut. Anything that the left is trying to protect they attack. What is wrong about having an honest open discussion? That
truly is how science is conducted. They don't want a discussion because they cannot defend there position.  

danl62

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

So the "Cat" is out of the bag, they never finished the study study because they didn't like the results, where have I heard that
before.   Did they go back and clean up the dead bodies or is the evidence  Invisible.   Maybe they should have listened to Donald
J trump and taken the 25 cent pill or horse de-wormer.

hedge4Gain

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

"Death solves all problems..."
Ardent Glazier

#

#

5 1 Reply"

5 days ago

When you see comment disparaging Trump, after all the Democrats have put this country and world through, just remember; The
poster is a Democrat attempting to drive down voter turnout for Trump or Repubs. Trump may not be perfect, but he's not a
Demoncrat. There's a wide policy-gulf between him and the Marxists in the Dem Party.

OccamsSingleBlade

#

#

5 5 Reply"

5 days ago

"Trumpzine!" 
"I am the father of the vaccine, really!"
"Totally safe!"

-DJT

 

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX

#

#

7 8 Reply"

5 days ago

Trump never forced the jab on anyone.  Also, go fvck yourself
CosmoJoe

#

#

6 2 Reply"

5 days ago

Only because he couldn't.

"I say take the guns first, due process 2nd"

Trillion Dollar Bonus

#

#

4 1 Reply"

5 days ago

He didn't even try forcing it, unlike the Biden gestapo.
CosmoJoe

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Oh give me a fkn break. He pimped the vax like a Bourbon Street whore. 

WHILE IT WAS KILLING AND CRIPPLING AMERICANS.

Those are facts. Unpleasant facts, but still facts. 

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

You seem triggered. 
XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX

#

#

1 2 Reply"

5 days ago

Those are Trump's exact quotes. His words not mine. Grow up.

Like I have said repeatedly. MAGA lost me when they became a cult that was more intolerant than the "leftists" they claim
to despise. 

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

No MAGAlomaniac could ever be as intolerant as leftie puritans are 24/7.

P.S.: I didn't vote for El Orange.

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Oh yeah? 

Try questioning their golden idol. Or even just repeating his own words in context in a way that is not sufficiently
worshipful. 

Cult of Obama. Cult of Trump.  Zero difference.

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX

#

#

1 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Find me a single political candidate or office holder with whom you agree 100% of the time on every issue.

I'll be at the bar sipping a beer while you figure that out.

"A man chooses, a slave obeys."

legalize

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Just say "Trump was wrong about promoting shots that kill people". 

See? Was that so difficult?

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX

#

#

4 1 Reply"

5 days ago

"Trump never forced the jab on anyone."

Neither did Jim Jones. Same result tho...

A. Magnus

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Interestingly enough, Jimmyboy Jones was aided on-site by CIA assets who chased down and executed Jonestown
individuals that refused to drink the Kool Aid.

Gloobus Floobus

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Trump didn’t drain  the swamp. He hired it to run the plandemic.
Fishtowner

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Facts.
XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

So this explains the tampon shortage completely.

joego1

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Most likely although there could be some supply chain issues as well.
Onthebeach6

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 days ago

Another feature of the New World Odor.

joego1

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

They used to call it "being on the rag".

And I'm not even that old.

Trillion Dollar Bonus

#

#

5 days ago

What do you expect, mRNA is injected in the body which turn cells into poison covid spike protein factories attacked by your
antibodies.  A botched injection or leakage into blood system and those spike protein factories can be outside the arm, especially
the heart for peri- and myocarditis, but anywhere like uterus too. They injected animals with the vaccine in the veins and upon
autopsy they had higher frequencies of peri- and myocarditis relative to the animals which had lumbar or muscle injections. (A
study normally require to be done before approval, but skipped due to EUA) It is obvious what is going on, your body is attaching
itself. "Among the 238 postmenopausal people in the study who were not on hormonal treatments and had not bled for at least 12

Nelbev



5 1 Reply"

itself. "Among the 238 postmenopausal people in the study who were not on hormonal treatments and had not bled for at least 12
months before their vaccination, 66% reported breakthrough bleeding."  So no period for a year since post menopausal (not on
pill), and majority of these older women report bleeding all of the sudden? - that is pretty dramatic.  They need to remove the
EUA, drug companies would not sell a drop without liability protection.

#

#

5 1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

i had several bouts of hot flashes just listening to all their clot shot garbage. Does that count?
cowdiddly

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

yes!
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

Now, Diddly can give birth! I'm crying tears of joy for you, Mom-bro-san!
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

The vaccines are safe and effective. The vaccines are safe and effective. The vaccines are safe and effective. The vaccines are
safe and effective. 
 

Hail Fauci! Thank God for big pharma.

Guatemalanwatersnake

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

This is why they have the tampon shortage. It's not supply chain issues, like the guy who worked for the tampon company said...
"we are facing greatly increased demand".

KatLivesKatter

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

Isn't that what the guy who worked for the baby casket company also said recently?
Trillion Dollar Bonus

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

 By definition this affects fertility

you know that thing they denied

ChildWifeAisha

#

#

3 Reply"

5 days ago

They denied a lot of stuff.

They just wanted needles in arms ASAP before the questions came.

Onthebeach6

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

As soon as I see the two words 'experts say' I know its bulldust
khnum

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

People say "experts say" when they have zero facts to backup their statement, it is an appeal to authority not logic. 

It works because most people do not understand logic or critical thinking and simply want to be told what to do and think

zaphod

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

NOTHING good will come of giving the vaccine to adults under 60.  There has never been a good argument for doing so.
BagOfChips

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Frankenstein’s Monster: Did the Shot Kill Ivana?

From The Link:

"I never heard these words from Trump “This is an experiment, a very dangerous experiment, take it at your own risk.”

Instead, he became a drug company pitch man. And I fear that if Fauci deserves the electric chair for the role he played in this all,
that such credit may be due Trump as well."

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

How do you absolve people for causing the deaths of millions? I don't know, but not only do we absolve them, we celebrate
these people. 

Give Me Some Truth

#

#

4 1 Reply"

5 days ago

Count yourself lucky if some of those golf-ball sized clots get passed from your system. The rest are still in there, growing
steadily.

Trust the science!

JMRPete

#

#

5 4 Reply"

5 days ago

I got vaxxed to get my freedom back
captain noob

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago

Didn't know our freedoms were at the discretion of health czars like Fauci and politicians.  
bahian

#

#

2 Reply"

5 days ago

He is also known as Captian Sarcasm.
Sid Finch

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

A year ago, I was working with a woman who got one of the mRNA shots. She had a visibly dreadful look on her face, one
morning. When another female coworker pressed her on why she seemed anxious, she mentioned that she had started her
period, but there was uncontrolled bleeding and huge clots. Her face was white as a sheet.

They're trying to get Children of Men (the movie) to be a reality... They'll get there, eventually. In the book, men were infertile.

Drink Feck Arse Girls @ edifice

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

Look sweetheart, stop being so hysterical all the time.
MyLittlePonyPaste

#

#

5 Reply"

5 days ago

Who will see this study?  Will my wife read about it in the Daily Beast?

We will see, but so far every warning and every article and study showing benefit of early use off the shelf drugs have been buried
in the press.

DjangoCat

#

#

4 1 Reply"

5 days ago

The male medical profession has a 500-year history of minimizing any issue that affects only females.  Ever since they drove
midwives out of business they've treated females as only half-human.  Who would expect them to research or even acknowledge
unsavory effects of their beloved vaxx on the female reproductive system?  It's not their problem, whether pain, bleeding, or loss
of fertility.  We should just be grateful to be "protected" from a virus as dangerous as THE COMMON COLD. 

Faeriedust

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

What happened 600 years ago? 
Gorrghast

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

The College of Medicine at the University of Paris made a concerted effort to drive midwives and other female
practitioners out of practice on the grounds that only a university degree qualified one to treat illness or injury.  As they
gained power, the movement spread, forcing females out of the profession even in gynecology and eventually, in the 18th-
19th century, removing midwives altogether.  This was, in fact, a good third of the issue about "witches" -- female
herbalists were competitors to credentialed male Doctors.  In Victorian times, it got to the point where a woman was
considered unqualified to claim that she was pregnant without a Doctor to verify it.

Faeriedust

#

#
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PREMIUM 5 days ago (Edited)

It is tragic what .gov has forced down the throats of men, women, and children.  But I do chuckle at the thought of all the men
chained to liberal Karens, and their suffering through their women's extended 'menstrual flooding'.  You chose poorly, husband of
vaXXXtard Karen.  At my house, my woman and my child did not get vaXXXed.

Archimedes bathwater

#

#

4 Reply"

5 days ago

"An analysis published Friday in the journal Science Advances found that 42% of people with regular menstrual cycles said they
bled more heavily than usual after vaccination...14% reported a lighter period."

Did you catch that?????????????????????       42% of people with regular menstrual cycles, NOT women, people.  This world
is so screwed up.

Muddy1
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#
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biologically female, chromosomes don't lie.

end of story.

glenlloyd
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#

4 Reply"
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I have to wonder whether it affects the menstrual cycle of all the men who can get pregnant?
glenlloyd
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#

4 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

You know. That's probably why there was a shortage of tampons and pads. All those "menstruating men" were having these
issues too.

GoodyGumdrops
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#

4 Reply"
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Putting technology into an organic life form has consequences.
Jan Brady
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#
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Well, you were warned, but you chose to listen to the government
Lambert de Ardres
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#

4 1 Reply"
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All children conceived after vaccination are named Fauci.
I Write Code
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#
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Fauci'd.
Onthebeach6
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Children of Men
Badsamm
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#

4 Reply"
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The spin on this reported in another news outlet called them "people who menstrate" or "people in menopause." 
Merry Misanthrope

#

#

Reply"
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The woketardians are gonna have to change "menstruate" to something else, given that the 1st three letters are m-e-n...
Gloobus Floobus
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#

4 1 Reply"
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So y'all do realize that Fauci and co. said the spike protein did not move into organs or cross the blood-brain barrier?

Why do you think their ovaries are going haywire?

Free clue: the spike goes into everything and once it gets there.....nightie night!

Say hello to CANCER, miscarriages, etc. etc. etc.

Not to mention future offspring malfunctions.

McStain
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#
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I heard that gene therapy is lipophilic and the ovaries (and testes) have beaucoup lipids.  This may result in increases in
ovarian and testicular cancers.  I think Dr. Ryan up in Idaho had some thoughts along these lines.

Ckierst1
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My 23 year old triple vaxxed stepson was just diagnosed with aggressive sarcoma. He's a serious athlete and seemingly in
perfect health. It's all I can do to tell my husband "I told you so."

Merry Misanthrope
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I'm so sorry for him and wish him well.
Ckierst1
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Please don’t tell him that, things are bad enough and they were only being good citizens, they could not possibly imagine
the depths of .gov depravity.  

Use you energy to support both of them and find the best treatment.  

I am so sorry for you.   

 

fleur de lis
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#
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PREMIUM 5 days ago

Both father or son were not being good citizens.  Excellent sheeple are most definitely not good citizens.  Going along
without thinking is wrong- again, that is not being a good citizen or a responsible person.  I feel sorry for the 23 year
old.  He was not a child and made his own informed decision.  The husband might be a jerk if he forced the issue, but
the son was 21 or 22 when he took the shot.  A Darwin Award for the father if he forced it- sadly.

Jean Moulin
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They intended to do the right thing, as good citizens do.

Our demented and depraved leadership on the other hand, thrives on lies and they are absolutely excellent at it.

 

fleur de lis
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Merry Mis.....under no circumstances do you do that. They know. You know. Deep down they all know, everyone knows.

There is a price to pay for ego. He is paying it now. You cannot make him pay anymore. Sarcoma is treatable but he is in
for a rough ride regardless, and his life is changed forever. If he lives.

A close relative has come close to death after the jab. They had to get a cardiac defibrillator implant. Very serious,
probable lifelong disability now.

My relative trusted their doctor, and now both the doctor and relative think the jab caused the the heart problems. Anger
is present, but helps nothing. It actually interferes with healing.

 

McStain
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#
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we need a new dating ap.... Unvaxxed and fertile...
Aubiekong
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People may have to have an unjabbed passport ...... 
Onthebeach6
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We'll have to update the software on the body scanners used at airports.
ipso_facto
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#

4 1 Reply"
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The Dem trolls seem to be out in full force. Remember, Trump was duped by Fauci and the
Left/WHO/WEF/Google/FakeBook.......The Dems know their only hope is to drive down voter turnout for Trump or any other
Repub. Don't fall for their tactics. Even if you don't necessarily like Trump, he's 10x better than any Democrap. The Democraps
are beholden to the WEF. You are nuts if you vote for even a single Democrap, anywhere, anytime. 

OccamsSingleBlade
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The problem is 99.9% of elected Rs are RINOrats which are lazy demorats.  It is called WINNING!
Gekko Jr
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Sure sure. Your Democraps are going down. Your tactic isn't going to work. 
OccamsSingleBlade
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Some people are calling for demorats to get ousted, but hapless lazy a$$ RINOrats will secure bigly winning more of
same for demorats.

Gekko Jr
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You're correct, they're ALL the same so do you ever ask yourself WHY the quality of life in the US continues to plummet? 
yerfej
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PREMIUM 5 days ago

More likely doctors in denial - Truth happens

joego1
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#
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Rand Paul 2024!  He's no RINO and wants Fauci's scalp, among other endearing attributes (End the Fed!).
Ckierst1
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Agree. I actually wanted him to be the nominee in 2016.
OccamsSingleBlade
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Alex i ll take fauci scalp for 400
Woodrox
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Lying bastards. They didn't know. Yeah right. 

 

Habeebespurt
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#
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So I guess we should forget about booster shots...especially you pregnant men...
San Pedro
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People with a front hole who can get pregnant, bigot.  
Captain Sternn
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4 Reply"
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'No cause for alarm' means your fooked.
A Lunatic
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#
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I want to know how it has affected mens' menstruations and also those of the LGBTQ+ menstruations and all the other pronouns
that are oppressed.

Ckierst1
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#
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Not the lgbt etc their soul leaks out of their ass all over the linoleum and thusly they dont bleed atall..
aloha-snackbar
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2 Reply"

Not the lgbt etc their soul leaks out of their ass all over the linoleum and thusly they dont bleed atall..

#

#
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Wait, what about the men who have periods? 

🤔

 They only talk about the wymintz. 
Fishtowner
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#
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Define wymintz…or menmintzmeat
aloha-snackbar
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Manogyny ..
Giant Meteor
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I thought it was "wymenx"?
Dumpster Elite
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